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Assuming our social responsibility and engaging in philanthropic giving is
becoming increasingly important in a world where the gap between the rich
and the poor, be it nations or individuals, is ever widening. While Palestine
in general, under the constraints imposed by the occupation, is heavily
dependent on international aid, successful companies do exist, and they
support their fellow nationals in need of help or encouragement as much as
possible, both locally and in refugee camps in countries such as Lebanon. In
this issue you will be introduced to these efforts and to success stories that
result from such engagement.
This Week in Palestine’s special thanks go to Paltel Group, the gold sponsor
of this issue, and to Bank of Palestine and Taawon (Welfare Association) for
using TWiP as a platform for communication. Our gratitude extends also to
the authors who contributed to this issue: The Mahmoud Abbas Foundation;
Dr. Bassam M. Abu Hashish, chairman of the Graduate Studies Committee
for the Educational Administration Program at Al-Aqsa University in Gaza;
Raghad AbuShama, Miral Albandak, and Hadeel Khader, the students who
developed GiveLife blood donation app and Kamar Taha, Shahd Nasser, and
Layla Hussien who founded Nour+ health care services; Issam Juha, the
director of the Centre for Cultural Heritage Preservation; Jerusalem-based
Palestinian artist Janine Fattaleh-Diliani; Terry Ahwal, a former president of the
American Federation of Ramallah, Palestine, and Isam Dughman, a long-time
supporter of AFRP; Luay Khoury, chairman of the board of Taawon; and senior
fundraiser and advancement professional Manal Issa. Our Personality of the
Month is Zahi Khouri, the Historical Personality of the Month is Dhahir al-Umar
al-Zaydani, the Artist of the Month is Alaa Attoun, and our two Books of the
Month are Determined to Stay: Palestinian Youth Fight for Their Village by
Jodi Sokolower and Shabbat Goy by Aref Husseini. In Where to Go, Bassam
Almohor takes you to Ramallah’s As-Sahel Street, and in Ahlan Palestine
Postcard, Malak Hasan and Bisan Al-Hajhasan invite you to spend a night
in Sebastiya, Palestine’s capital during the Second Iron Age. TWiP Kitchen
presents a warming dish in tahini sauce. Enjoy the listed events.
A special tribute to the late Archbishop Desmond Tutu is offered by Rev.
Prof. Mitri Raheb, the founder and president of Dar al-Kalima University in
Bethlehem. Archbishop Tutu’s support of Palestine in its struggle for selfdetermination and justice has been much appreciated and will be remembered.
From the entire team at TWiP, we wish a Merry Christmas to those who are
celebrating this month, and a happy, healthy new year to all of you!

Telefax: +970/2 2-295 1262
info@turbo-design.com
www.thisweekinpalestine.com
www.facebook.com/ThisWeekInPalestine

Tina Basem
Printed by
Studio Alpha, Al-Ram, Jerusalem.
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Paltel Group
supports technology
and education by
investing in youth
through the teaching
of coding, design
thinking, and
problem-solving
skills.

Paltel Group CSR
A Leading Model in Sustainable
Development
Courtesy of Paltel Group

the Women’s Empowerment Principles, signing a letter of commitment
with UN Women on March 8, 2021, to mark International Women’s Day.
Furthermore, Paltel Group is a signatory of the UN Global Compact Initiative
that targets leading companies and encourages them to commit to the highest
environmental standards.

S

ince the year 2005, Paltel Group has adopted
social responsibility as a strategy in its
work and operations. The Group’s social
responsibility engagement reflects its core
values of justice, development, equality,
transparency, and sustainability. In order to
create rooted practices out of these values, the Group refers to the highest
international standards of sustainable work and social responsibility. While
working to achieve its social and developmental goals, the Group applies the
experience it has accumulated over previous years and partners with different
stakeholders to benefit from their experience. Additionally, the Group adopts
the available international sustainable development references such as the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), Women’s Empowerment Principles
(WEPs), Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD),
Convention on the Rights of the Child, The International Labour Organization
Conventions on Decent Work, Environmental ISO 14001, and Information
Security ISO 27001.
Paltel Group has been working within the framework of the SDGs under
a memorandum of understanding, signed with UNDP in 2018, that aims
to align the Group’s social responsibility work with the SDGs and reports
achievements against these goals. The Group plans its programs in line with
the SDGs, focusing on the goals that target education, health, economic
development, the fight against inequalities, environmental protection, and
partnerships for development. In addition, Paltel Group has recently adopted
6
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During the times of the COVID-19 pandemic, with all the hardship it has
placed on humanity, Paltel Group has continued and even intensified its work
to respond to Palestinian society’s growing needs and support ongoing
development programs in addition to providing internet connections to health
centers and units that have provided emergency services to COVID patients.
The Group continued to operate all its social programs in spite of all difficulties
resulting from the emergence of the pandemic.
The program Code for Palestine (CfP) focuses on distinguished students
with a passion for coding and computer science, and aims to encourage
young people to find their way in the fields of computer science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics. The program builds critical and design
thinking skills as a complement to coding skills and also targets the students’

One of the coding classes in Ramallah, September 2021.
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47,7
53,3

Male
mathematical and problem-solving skills as core components of the
program. Students are enrolled in the program for three years and trained
by a group of students from Stanford University, keeping in mind that the
annual summer camp is held in the West Bank and Gaza simultaneously,
where students receive training on design thinking, project management, and
entrepreneurship.
Besides learning design thinking and problem solving, the students attend
intensive sessions in Python and Turtle in Year 1 and React Native (JavaScript,
HTML, CSS, Git / GitHub, Firebase) in Year 2 and Year 3 through practical
applications and massive open online course (MOOC) projects.
A total of 181 students had graduated from the program by the end of 2021,
87 percent of whom selected computer science and computer engineering as
their field of study at the university; CfP Palestine is a key determiner in this
selection. Additionally, 12 percent of the graduates obtained scholarships in
reputable international Ivy League universities.

Female

Graphic 2: Distribution of students admitted into
CfP by gender.

Instructors are senior students from
Stanford University in the Silicon
Valley (from the Department of
Computer Science and the Design
School) who volunteer to teach
Palestinian students coding, design
thinking, and problem solving. CfP
has resulted in establishing Code.X,
a nonprofit organization that was
registered in the Silicon Valley by
the first group of instructors who
volunteered in CfP. In 2015, four CfP
instructors came up with the Code.X
idea to deploy the program in other
countries, and they started with
China and Albania.
Code for Palestine graduates may
also become teacher assistants
(TAs) in the program after their
graduation and upon admission
into universities where they study
computer science. In 2021, a total
of 45 TAs worked in the program
drawn from the pool of previous CfP
students.

Graphic 1: Numbers of students from public, UNRWA, and private schools admitted into CfP by year.
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Saifak Code program forms an
extension of CfP, targeting students
who did not get the chance to
join CfP due to high competition
on admission with the limited

“I learned how to
think outside the
box, how to be
confident, how to be
willing to take risks.”
Code for Palestine
graduate, 2020.

“Code for Palestine
was an incredible
experience. I
discovered it wasn’t
enough to teach
[students] a coding
language; you also
have to teach the
right mindset. We
want to build their
ability to tackle
tough, ambiguous,
unsolved
challenges.”
Jessie Duan, volunteer
instructor, 2015 and
2020.

“The students are
why I went back
twice. I’ve kept
in contact with
many of them
over the years,
and it’s incredibly
rewarding to see
them grow and
continue to nurture
an interest in CS.”
Rory MacQueen,
volunteer instructor
2015, 2016, 2017.
9
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Hour of Code program aims to spread the culture of coding and technology in
more than 180 countries around the world, targeting all individuals regardless
of age and experience. Paltel Group carries out the campaign annually as part
of a comprehensive global program presented through Code.org. In 2020, the
Hour of Code campaign was implemented during the COVID-19 pandemic
by using virtual communication technologies. In December 2021, we began
to implement the campaign after announcing the launch at https://www.
paltelfoundation.ps/.

The Palestinian team preparing for an international problem-solving competition.

number of seats. Saifak Code is a three-week intensive summer camp
that teaches 14-year-old participants coding and problem-solving skills. It
is implemented in partnership with community-based organizations in all
Palestinian governorates and run by professional university students who
wish to transfer their coding skills to younger school students. A total of 754
students benefitted from this program in four cohorts between 2017 and
2021.
Paltel Group Foundation implements other coding programs for all age
groups. Below are some examples.

A group of students attending a Saifak Code class, July 2021.

A Palestinian child participating in the Hour of Code campaign, December 2021

Code + Design Bootcamp is a six-month program for university students and
graduates that begins with a four-week intensive bootcamp to cover a range of
topics under the instruction of professionals from leading companies in Silicon
Valley. Students go on to complete Udacity Nanodegrees in areas such as
Android Development and Data Science. The program has run in three cohorts
since 2017 and graduated 100 students in Android Development and Data
Science tracks. The employment rate of graduates has reached 100 percent
with proper employment conditions at local and international levels.
AbjadNet program aims to increase educational opportunities and decrease
technology illiteracy in Palestine by developing the IT culture at Palestinian
schools through the provision of the appropriate infrastructure that includes
connecting the schools to the internet, working in full cooperation with the
Palestinian Ministry of Education.

Graphic 3: Beneficiaries of programs implemented by Paltel Group in the field of education.

10 THIS WEEK IN PALESTINE
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Various education programs continue to be supported by Paltel Group,
including the technology and science scholarship program, as the group
is fully aware that education constitutes a fundamental pillar in building
Palestinian society and that Palestinian families spare no efforts to secure
the resources necessary to educate their children. Paltel Group presents the
scholarship program through technological communication to announce the
scholarship competitions, receive applications, sort them through specialized
committees, announce the scholarship winners, and dispense the funds on
time.
By the end of 2021, a total of 6,653 scholarships had been given to students
in various fields of study, in addition to 81 scholarships for orphaned students
and 48 scholarships for students with disabilities.
Investing in people’s health, given the shortage in available health services
– especially in remote areas, as Palestinians are exposed to exceptional
conditions while living under occupation – Paltel Group’s social responsibility
is continuously contributing to the Palestinian health sector, supporting health
facilities with equipment or supporting medical procedures for people in need.
In various health-related fields, a total of 250 projects were implemented in
Palestine, focusing on medical equipment. Most of the medical equipment
projects targeted remote communities that suffer greatly from shortages
in medical services, with targeted clinics belonging to local community
organizations. The Group partners with hospitals, charitable clinics, and
medical centers when implementing health projects and programs.

In addition, Paltel Group’s social
responsibility has supported a
total of 351 cataract surgeries in
Jerusalem, the West Bank, and the
Gaza Strip for elderly people in need
of such a procedure. Paltel Group
made sure that these surgeries
took place in the hospitals or health
centers nearest to the patients in
order to facilitate their access to this
important medical procedure and
reduce potential suffering due to
traveling long distances.

“People used to travel
35 kilometers to see
a doctor. Now, the
clinic is within walking
distance for all
patients in town. This
is the first time ever
that we have a clinic in
this town.”

Paltel Group in partnership with The
Friends of Thalassemia Patients
Association achieved a national goal
by the end of 2013, making Palestine free of newborn thalassemia patients.
This partnership also enabled the association to be honored as the best Arab
awareness campaign working to limit thalassemia through the Sultan Bin
Khalifa International Thalassemia Award.
In its efforts to support the Palestinian health sector, Paltel Group’s social
responsibility engagement funded hundreds of projects over the last 16 years,
as outlined in Graphic 4.

Health: Completion of a molecular biology processing project in Hebron.

Graphic 4: Projects supported by Paltel Group in health-related services.

The most important, and most recent, health projects implemented by Paltel
Group include making a contribution towards equipping the catheterization lab
at Palestine Medical Complex in Ramallah, thereby securing a new medical
service that previously was not offered by the complex. Furthermore, the
group equipped the microbiology lab at Hebron University that serves the local
community with devices that improve operations and made it suitable to be
used for educational purposes. Paltel Group also provided equipment for the
Yasser Arafat Hospital in Salfit, a facility that is vital, as it targets Palestinians
who live in Salfit Governorate surrounded by Israeli settlements built illegally
on Palestinian land. Here, community organizations and citizens need strong
backing through proper services. Moreover, Paltel Group has provided a
panoramic CT scan device for Qabatya Medical Center, near Jenin, helping
to save people’s time and effort when needing to access this type of medical
12 THIS WEEK IN PALESTINE
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service in the Jenin Governorate. The group has furthermore contributed to
establishing charitable clinics in Al-Ezariyyeh – one of the most important
and largest Jerusalem neighborhoods. Jerusalem neighborhoods have a very
special importance, as they are far from services due to the geographical
complications imposed by the Israeli occupation. In addition, Paltel Group
has provided a Dexa Scan device for Al-Sahaba Medical Complex in the Gaza
Strip, which helps citizens, especially the elderly, obtain proper checks in their
residence area. Finally, it has provided CT Scan equipment for the Patients
Friends Society in Jenin, where labs and CT scan centers tend to suffer from
shortages in equipment as increasing numbers of patients are seeking these
services.

Through its programs that serve persons with disabilities, Paltel Group
has remained committed throughout its corporate social responsibility
journey over the past 16 years to backing associations that assist people
with disabilities. It has provided various types of equipment and supported
numerous services, including supplying necessary supportive materials as
well as securing income-generating projects for persons with disabilities to
allow them to enjoy economic independence and growth. During the past
years, Paltel Group’s social responsibility engagement has provided 179
projects for persons with disabilities, as outlined in Graphic 5. The projects
that targeted associations that serve persons with disabilities considered their
respective needs when prioritizing support, as summarized in Graphic 6.

Disabilities: Al-Amal Hospital for Rehabilitation, Nablus.

Graphic 5: Projects implemented by Paltel Group to support charities, according to the type of disability
(total 179).

Securing electric
wheelchairs and
supportive devices for
physical empowerment

Equipping physiotherapy
and occupational therapy
clinics

Supplementing prosthetics
for persons with physical
disabilities

Qualifying buildings to
accommodate persons
with physical disabilities

Equipping remedial
gardens for persons with
physical disabilities

Establishing solar panels
for associations that serve
persons with disabilities

Graphic 6: Projects implemented for persons with disabilities.
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As Paltel Group presented 471
electric wheelchairs to persons
with disabilities, most of the
beneficiaries were able to improve
their living situations and attend
schools or universities or gain
proper employment as a result. In
the conditions of economic hardship
in which persons with disabilities
tend to live, obtaining an electric
wheelchair means entering into a
new life in which mobility becomes
possible and persons can enjoy a
more normal life.
With the Development and Social
Partnership Program that operates
under the slogan “Investing in
Community,” Paltel Group’s social
responsibility aims to support
sustainable development projects
for the community by working in
cooperation with the community – in
a strategic approach of partnering
with other players for the benefit of
the targeted communities. The aim
of these partnership projects is to

“The first thing
I thought of was
hugging the chair
before sitting on it.
I started behaving
like the head of a
household because
now I ask my children
if they need me to
bring them anything
on my way back from
work. Before having
the chair, they used
to ask me what they
could get for me on
their way back from
school.”

improve the living conditions of the Palestinians, especially in underserved
communities, and to enhance the economic situation of these communities
by improving the infrastructure and providing income-generating projects.
As Paltel Group in its social responsibility projects is always committed to
improving the economic conditions of youth and women, these partnerships
tend to focus on these two important community groups.

A wheelchair beneficiary

Students attending a summer camp in the Gaza Strip, July 2021.

Right to Decent Life Program aims to improve the economic conditions of
families by securing their access to micro-projects that have the potential to
continue and grow. These projects focus on enhancing household skills and
experience and enable the families to capitalize on them. The program has
served a total of 442 families in Jerusalem, the West Bank, and Gaza, with
an accumulated number of 2,254 beneficiaries in these families. Among the
442 projects that supported families, a total of 122 projects targeted families
headed by women; 195 projects were implemented in the Gaza Strip and 247
projects in Jerusalem and the West Bank.
Paltel Group’s Solar Energy Panels Initiative is a sustainable development
program that targets nonprofit organizations and supports orphanages and
16 THIS WEEK IN PALESTINE
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Women’s Empowerment at the Arab Women’s Union in Beit Sahour.

other associations. Seeking to help them cover part of their operational
expenses, it reduces the burden of electricity bills by installing solar energy
panels. The savings accumulated in electricity bills has reached 49 percent
and the associations are able to use these funds for other vital development
services. The annual savings for beneficiary associations exceeds the
total sum of US$182,405. Beneficiary institutions located in 24 different
Palestinian localities produce 878,769 kilowatt/hour of clean energy through
the electricity-generating solar panels they were provided with. In addition to
the project’s economic value, it forms a model of an environmentally friendly
initiative.

Paltel Group’s social responsibility is a corporate value and rooted culture that
reflects the Group’s commitment to responding to Palestinian society’s needs.
The Group continues to commit to this goal through well-planned programs
based on the real needs of the Palestinian people. Social responsibility forms a
main pillar in the Group’s future structure and outlook.
For more details about social
responsibility programs and
initiatives, associations can submit a
support request at www.paltelgroup.
ps/#social-responsibility.
18 THIS WEEK IN PALESTINE
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Educating
Palestinian Refugees
Courtesy of the Mahmoud Abbas Foundation

T

he need for social responsibility is growing
by the day, and many people are feeling
increasingly obliged to provide assistance
and aid to those who are less fortunate.
The concept of social responsibility is the
essence and cornerstone of the Mahmoud
Abbas Foundation (MAF), a Palestinian entity that dedicates all its resources
and capabilities to help Palestinians who are living in refugee camps scattered
throughout world, aiming to improve their living conditions, provide them with
sustainable income resources, and fight for their right to live dignified lives in
justice and fairness.

camps in order to give them
a chance to build a future for
themselves and for their families
and societies. These educational
programs aim to increase the
graduates’ chances of securing
access to decent jobs beyond the
parameters of the camps, thereby
allowing them to be exposed to an
environment where there is a broader
range of opportunity and where
they can engage and interact with
others, and therefore open their eyes
to new horizons. Despite limited
resources and funding, MAF is also
able to provide a few participants
with the opportunity to study
abroad, which exposes them to even
greater possibilities and opens up
new avenues for imagination and
creativity.
The foundation adopts the concept
of social investment, that is,
investing in the refugees themselves
rather than solely offering funds.
This serves as a lifeboat for less
fortunate youth by helping them
pursue their dreams and follow their
interests to become active members
in their societies. Furthermore,

MAF focuses on
directing students
towards vocational
education to increase
their access to job
opportunities and
achieve development
objectives.

as they become qualified for jobs
and learn to master crafts, the
private sector in these societies is
strengthened, which guarantees that
they can achieve sustainability and
independence.
MAF works closely with the
Palestinian private sector to
provide the needed assistance to
Palestinian refugees. The hardships
that the Palestinian people have
encountered have created a strong
sense of empathy, solidarity and
responsiveness, especially towards

One of the activities of MAF alumni association at Shatila Refugee Camp.

MAF focuses its efforts on Palestinian refugees in Lebanon and on Palestinian
refugees in Syria who fled to Lebanon, because the refugees in those camps
are particularly marginalized, compared to refugees in other countries such
as Jordan. These people have been discriminated against and denied basic
human rights as well as the opportunity to practice close to 70 professions,
including medicine, engineering, law, and many other professions that could
have helped them overcome the obstacles they face as refugees and improve
their dire living conditions.
The Palestinian refugees in Lebanon suffer from difficult life circumstances
and do not enjoy most basic rights, in particular, the right to education and
work. For this reason, the foundation is concerned primarily with providing
both academic and vocational education to the youth living in these refugee
20 THIS WEEK IN PALESTINE
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Young Palestinian refugees in Lebanon submitting their applications for the Student Program.

other Palestinians who have been
forcibly displaced over the years.
Whereas the Palestinian private
sector has traditionally played a
significant role in providing aid to
the Palestinian refugee camps in
Lebanon, these efforts have been
amplified recently, as the increasing
number of refugees throughout the
world who need assistance has
led to a decrease in international
aid being allocated to Palestinian
refugees.
MAF offers numerous programs that
aim to enable Palestinians, wherever
they live, to overcome the challenges
and difficulties they face by providing
social and economic assistance. In
2010, it launched its first venture in
the Student Program that focused
on ensuring that every Palestinian
has access to education, as a basic
right, and that poverty can never
be an impediment. The program
aims to enable all Palestinian youth
22 THIS WEEK IN PALESTINE

in Lebanon to enroll at vocational
institutes or universities to complete
their vocational or academic
education.
The Takaful Program offered by the
foundation provides financial support
to needy Palestinian families by
collecting donations from Palestinian
individuals and organizations around
the world. More than 320 families
currently benefit from this program.
Through the Youth Empowerment
Program, MAF offers courses in
networking through its training
center in Beirut that was accredited
by CISCO to deliver such courses.
Under its Communication Program,
the center also offers courses
in graphic design and media,
working in partnership with Digital
Plus Company (Al-Iqtisadi). The
certificates obtained through these
courses enable the youth in refugee
camps to work online and thus

Palestinian children playing in an alley of a Lebanese refugee camp.

become more integrated in the
world. MAF plans to conduct more
programs in the future to increase
the number of participants and give
as many chances as possible to the
young generation in these refugee
camps.
In addition to its programs in
Lebanon, the foundation also
implements a program in Palestine.
In 2016, MAF started its Palestine
Program to help Palestinians in
refugee camps and promote the
resilience of Palestinians living in
marginalized areas such as the Old
City of Jerusalem in addition to
refugee camps. The activities of the
program include providing funding
for higher education and collecting
donations to support school
students, extremely poor families,
and people with special needs.
The humanitarian message that
MAF conveys through its activities

is a message of hope for a brighter
future that everyone in these refugee
camps deserves to have. For this
to be achieved, more programs
and resources must be established
by this foundation as well as other
entities to create new windows of
opportunity for those who are in
need.
MAF has over 6,500 graduates
and enrolled individuals who have
completed the programs and
courses offered by the foundation.
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An integrated approach
to corporate social
responsibility will
contribute significantly
to socioeconomic
development in
Palestine.

Integrating Corporate
Social Responsibility
Courtesy of Bank of Palestine

P

alestine is endowed with great potential and human
talent; however, it is also challenged by many
constraints and social pressures. The occupation,
among other factors, continues to be a main
source of the many obstacles to socioeconomic
development in Palestine. These challenges limit
the ability of the Palestinian government to provide essential services in health,
education, and social welfare. As such, the onus is on the Palestinian private
sector to step in and respond to community needs in ways that complement
the government’s role and fill huge socioeconomic gaps. However, we need an
integrated approach to help achieve sustainable socioeconomic development
in Palestine.
While Bank of Palestine’s (BoP) philanthropic giving and community
support have accompanied the bank since its inception in 1960, it has been
implementing an official inclusive program of corporate social responsibility
for the past ten years. BoP has created this more integrated, systematic, and
strategic program of community intervention to respond to the increasing
socioeconomic needs of Palestinian society and as a natural consequence of
the bank’s expanded footprint in the West Bank and Gaza Strip.
With a branch in every village, town, and locality, the bank has moved much
closer to the communities and to the active grassroots organizations in these
localities. We have started to engage more with people on the ground, which
has led to understanding the real needs and discovering the marginalized
segments of society. As a result, we realized that we must adopt a broad and
all-encompassing program that would not only rely on financial contributions
but also leverage the bank’s core competencies based on the knowledge of
how to help empower these communities.
Our interventions have thus been focused on programs that utilize the bank’s
core services to teach financial literacy and inclusion to women and rural
24 THIS WEEK IN PALESTINE

communities, to support their
self-development, and to provide
them with the knowledge of how
to become economically active.
For this intervention, we created
the Felestineya women’s program
through which we provided financialinclusion know-how to more than
12,000 women. This program is
coupled with soft loans that target
women who cannot provide banking
collateral to ensure that they are
included in the financial cycle.
This year, we are proud as well
to have provided, in partnership
with the Ministry of Labor and
the Palestine Monetary Authority,
interest-free and commission-free
loans to people with disabilities.
These loans will help empower
people with special needs by
providing them with a loan and
a chance to become productive
and included in society. Our focus
on people with disabilities also
stretched to our sponsorship of the
Paralympics and to encouraging
sports activities for this segment of
society. Well-being is an important
physical and psychological aspect of
human development.

Recreational activities for children with
disabilities in the Gaza Strip.

Empowering women through the Felestineya
program.

Supporting the Palestinian Athletics Federation
marathon.
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Regarding BoP’s financial
contributions to various
socioeconomic causes, we continue
to dedicate 5 percent of the bank’s
annual profit to the support of key
social interventions. During the last
two years, our interventions have
been geared to mitigating both
the health and economic impacts
of COVID-19 on the Palestinian
community. We donated US$1
million to the Ministry of Health
to purchase essential medical
equipment and a fleet of cars to
provide home care to the elderly
and the very sick. We also provided
direct support to the East Jerusalem
hospitals that remain under dire
financial stress while providing
critical medical services to patients
from Gaza Strip and the West Bank.
Responding to a health crisis such
as COVID-19 was important, but
the bank’s engagement in healthrelated issues includes the important
aspect of prevention through
awareness-raising programs. We
launched a massive campaign at
the onset of the pandemic with
the WHO, UNICEF, the Palestine
International Cooperation Agency
PICA, and the Palestinian Ministry
of Health. Yet while COVID-19 is a
major health issue that plagues our
lives today, there are many other
health concerns that remain among
the primary causes of death in
Palestine, including breast cancer
and diabetes. For the last nine
years, we have led efforts to shed
light through media campaigns on
the importance of early detection
of breast cancer among women,
and to raise awareness of diabetes
among the more susceptible
segments of Palestinian society.
In fact, in partnership with Paltel
Group Foundation, BoP created
the first Development Impact Bond
to help prevent type II diabetes
26 THIS WEEK IN PALESTINE

programs, using the bank’s
competencies and core services
to equip marginalized people with
the skills, know-how, and financial
literacy to become economically
active and less dependent on aid.

Bank of Palestine sponsoring the first
championship of the Palestinian Sailing and
Rowing Federation in the Gaza Strip.

Supporting women’s SME’s through the
Mini-MBA/Felestineya program.

among refugee women through a
program that teaches the principles
of a healthy diet and the importance
of exercise. This bond will help
alleviate the stress on the insulin
treatment budget of UNRWA, which
amounts to 20 percent of its total
health budget. Impact investment is
an essential part of this integrated
approach.
The bank also donated another US$1
million to the ministries of labor
and social development to support
Palestinian laborers who were out
of a job and needy families whose
conditions were exacerbated by
COVID-19. The pandemic revealed
the fragility of our economy and the
need for long-term interventions.
We are aware that our financial
interventions will not respond to
all the prevailing needs, especially
financial needs. For this reason,
we are also working with partners
to create economic empowerment

Our programs also focus on youth
entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurs
create jobs not only for themselves
but also for their peers. We are
working with the Global Shapers
Community of the World Economic
Forum, providing meeting spaces
at bank facilities in the various
West Bank towns, to help grow
the footprint of the shapers
communities and augment their
impact on the ground. The bank
has furthermore created Intersect,
a not-for-profit innovation hub, to
help incubate start-ups for free
in order to help create new startups in fintech, cyber security, and
social entrepreneurship, with the
aim of creating more self-employed
youth in the local market. We
need more start-ups and more
entrepreneurs to help solve the 50
percent unemployment rate among
youth. These young people are
creative and resilient. In addition to
needing early-stage investment, they
need mentorship, guidance, and,
frequently, free office space and a
network from which they can operate
in order to become mature and
ready for investments. In terms of an
integrated approach, the bank has
continued to engage in a full cycle,
creating the pipeline needed in this
ecosystem. We are anchor investors
in Ibtikar Innovation Fund, providing
early-stage investment in start-ups
that graduate from Intersect and
other incubators in Palestine.
This full-cycle intervention is what
Palestinian society needs. The bank
does not provide financial resources
alone, but rather expertise,

Bank of Palestine established a new Bayyara
playground at Augusta Victoria Hospital in
Jerusalem.

Diabetes awareness campaign activities.

education, training, and mentorship
– and all of this is in partnership with
reputable and competent partners
in their fields. This is integrated
corporate social responsibility, a
step forward towards full-cycle
sustainability.
Founded in 1960, Bank of
Palestine is the largest national
bank operating in Palestine,
with 73 local branches in the
West Bank and Gaza Strip and
international representative
offices in Dubai, United Arab
Emirates, and Santiago, Chile.
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Cooperating
with Civil Society
Palestinian Universities and
Social Responsibility

T

he relationship between universities
and civil society in Palestine is
marred by a lack of clarity, yet
By Bassam
universities are generally building
strong interactive relationships
M. Abu Hashish
with society. As a consequence,
scientific research in Palestine is weak for reasons that
include the prevailing poor communication between
researchers and local and regional companies as well
as the absence of policies that encourage the linking of
research results from masters’ and doctoral theses with
issues and problems that affect Palestinian communities.
Existing relationships usually take the form of volunteer
work, especially during olive-picking season; blood donation
for those injured during demonstrations, marches, and
confrontations with the occupation forces and settlers; and
engagement in training sessions and internships at local
institutions. University media are frequently the voice of the
people and shed light on many societal issues. Continuing
education centers reflect another aspect of universityinitiated social responsibility. University libraries serve as
resources and provide information to researchers and the
general public, and Palestinian university hospitals and
clinics provide the community with medical care in line
with international standards. Moreover, universities strive to
adjust their offerings to address the educational, cultural,
professional, and development needs of communities in
order to close the gaps between the market needs and
educational outputs.
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The Palestinian people face
numerous challenges that affect the
educational process and the way in
which educational institutions aim
to meet the needs and aspirations of
Palestinian society. Some of these
challenges are long-standing and
inherited, whereas others are the
result of recent developments in an
era of instability. These challenges
include, among others, the COVID-19
pandemic that took the higher
education and scientific research
sectors by surprise, as they were
not ready to adopt and implement
the required adaptations.i The annual
budget of Palestinian universities is
about US$200 million, funded mainly
by tuition fees. Available data indicate
a lack of investment and revenues
among universities, as they place
restrictions on the scholarships they
offer internally. This confirms that
Palestinian higher education needs
sufficient, stable sources of financial
support. Improving the output quality

The diversification of
community service
programs (including
lectures, conferences,
seminars, workshops,
competitions,
marathons, and
active engagement
in community
support) offered by
universities aims to
provide efficient and
effective responses
to the requirements
of comprehensive
development in
Palestine, especially as
Palestine has adopted
the 2030 Sustainable
Development Goals.
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Cooperating
with Civil
Society

of higher education institutions is
one of the challenges faced by the
Ministry of Higher Education and
universities alike, especially as they
navigate the prevailing inflexibility of
licensing, accreditation, and quality
control standards as well as the
lack of tools and national studies to
evaluate and follow up on teaching
processes. In addition, there is a
lack of joint programs and degrees,
while traditional teaching methods
that focus on direct education remain
standard, when instead teaching staff
should be introduced to training that
highlights the role of learners and
the development of their thinking,
creativity, innovation, and leadership.
The Israeli occupation continues
to pose the greatest challenge to
Palestinian higher education by
creating a hostile environment that
has prevented the development of
education, while the Palestinian
political division has created a state
of fragmentation among Palestinian
universities and colleges. There
is no supreme national authority
that supervises universities or
institutes; the oversight and scrutiny
of new universities, institutes, and
specializations has ceased; and the
educational curricula have become
unsupervised. The commodification
of education has led to the
acceptance of a large number of
students and the introduction of
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many specializations, all with the aim
to increase the income of universities
in order to help them overcome their
financial deficit. This also explains
the increase in the number of private
universities.ii
Universities should better connect
with society through providing
services to the community by making
available scientific applications that
target various production centers
and by holding training courses for
their employees. Partnerships with
NGOs can be forged by creating
coordination mechanisms between
universities and NGOs. Consultative
centers within universities can be
set up to serve the community
and make available and exchange
information. Universities can thereby
positively impact the functioning of
community organizations and local
businesses and industries. A national
vision for university education should
be adopted – and should consider
the fact that the conflict with Israel
will continue until the occupation
is ended. This vision must be
transformed into a binding law for
universities.
As the Palestinian Authority has
the responsibility to ensure that
Palestinian curricula and teaching
methods are constantly updated,
it should address the limitations
caused by the conflict with the Zionist

occupation. This endeavor could be
achieved by engaging civil society.
Current curricula underrepresent
Palestinian history and narratives
because they are subjected to
external agendas reflected in the
Wye River and Taba Agreements,
signed by the Palestinian Authority
and the occupation government
during the eras of Netanyahu and
Barak. The Taba Agreement provides
for “an American-Palestinian-Israeli
committee to meet regularly to
repel cases of possible incitement
to violence and terrorism, and to
prepare recommendations and
reports on how to prevent such
incitement.” Accordingly, the
Palestinian educational system
operates neither independently
nor according to a Palestinian
educational philosophy, but rather
is subject to political interventions
imposed by external powers.
Palestinians should strive for
independent curricula, which can be
facilitated by allowing civil society
representatives and institutions to
actively participate in discussing
teaching materials that adhere to
Palestinian principles for courses
related to national identity. Civil
society experts and consultants
can furthermore provide technical
support by preparing plans,
programs, consultations, manuals,
and training materials on leadership
methods. The inclusion of social
responsibility engagement in the
strategic plans of universities not
only serves Palestinian society but
also reflects on the global position of
the university.

Dr. Bassam M. Abu Hashish is the
chairman of the Graduate Studies
Committee for the Educational
Administration Program at Al-Aqsa
University in Gaza. Holding a PhD
degree in principles of education–
educational administration and
comparative education, he currently
teaches at the Department of
Principles of Education and
Educational Administration at AlAqsa University.
This article is an adaption of the article
“Universities’ Roles, Responsibilities and
Cooperation with Civil Society,” published
by the Palestinian NGOs Network (PNGO),
a civil democratic body, established in
September 1993, that seeks to support,
consolidate, and strengthen Palestinian
civil society. The original article is available
at https://en.pngoportal.org/uploads/
documents/2021/11/SzCKj.pdf.
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TWiP asked Birzeit University for a brief testimony from students who
are engaged in social responsibility-related activities, outlining their
engagement and explaining their source of inspiration and the impact that
these activities have had on their lives. The following is their response.
We developed the mobile phone
application GiveLife after observing
that many people request blood
on social media platforms but
receive few or no responses. Blood
is always needed in medicine. It
is used to treat accident victims,
cancer patients, hemophiliacs, and
surgery patients. After all, blood
cannot be manufactured, at least
until now. Thus, the idea of GiveLife
was born. It is a platform that
connects blood banks and blood
collection agencies with potential
donors in their vicinity. Hospitals,
blood banks, and collection service
centers register with GiveLife.
Whenever they need extra supplies
of a specific blood type, they are
matched with a potential donor
through our database. Nearby users
are notified through their app and
receive instructions regarding how,
when, and where they can donate
blood. The GiveLife application
is available on Android and iOSsupported smartphones.
It is very difficult to witness the
suffering of victims of accidents or
of violence and the agony of their
relatives in emergency departments
when the need for blood is urgent yet
reserves are scarce!
Our donors care enough to want to
help, and the application GiveLife can
aid them in helping save patients’
lives. When you give blood, you give
someone another smile, another
hug, another chance to live. It is the
gift of life.
Developing and being able to utilize
this app, watching patients benefit,
and seeing the relief in the eyes
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of their relatives has made us feel
satisfied, happy, and somewhat
empowered, as we live in a context
where many aspects of our lives
are beyond our control – not just
because of fate but also due to the
political circumstances in occupied
Palestine.

Raghad AbuShama, Miral Albandak, and
Hadeel Khader, the founders of GiveLife, a
mobile phone app for blood donations.

Birzeit University students also
engage in other activities to serve
their community. Students have
traditionally been involved in and still
play an important role during the
olive-picking season. In the fall, the
university’s voluntary work program
organizes trips for volunteers who
wish to help Palestinian families
harvest their olives. In addition,
the university gives all students a
vacation day that allows them to
celebrate this special event and help
their families pick olives.

Nour+
While working clinical rotations at local
hospitals, we noted that many people
return to a hospital following surgery
or other kinds of treatment when they
could or should receive care in their
homes instead. We are also aware of
the many unemployed nurses who are
looking for jobs in Palestine. Moreover,
we feel a bit helpless when faced with
the growing number of patients who
seek care while the capacity of our
hospitals remains limited. To relieve the
burden on hospitals, nurses, and health
care providers, we created Nour+,
a program that connects health care
providers with individuals who are
in need of their services, facilitating
access to home health care for those
who do not need to visit a hospital.
At the same time, we hoped to
create opportunities for unemployed
health sector workers and nurses
who possess the required skills and
experience, enabling them to provide
their services independently and
allowing them to generate an income
to support their families, even if they
work only part-time.
The app enables individuals to create
accounts privately and safely and

to request the appropriate health
service from various home health care
providers and from experienced, skilled
nurses. Simultaneously we strive for
the highest level of professionalism
and privacy.
Each health service provider is
subjected to evaluation and training to
not only gauge but also enhance their
expertise. By this, we aim to increase
patients’ trust in the care they can
expect when working with Nour+
agency. Our service also requires
health care providers to document their
observations and the treatment they
provide in a comprehensive report that
is made available to the patients and
their doctors upon completion of the
appointment.
This app targets mainly the elderly and
people with special needs because
they can find it difficult to travel long
distances, particularly for basic care
and in cases when such treatment can
be provided in the comfort of their own
homes instead. We hope that this app
will help lessen the burdens faced by
the health care system, thus alleviating
the situation for both health care
providers and the patients themselves.
Indeed, creating accessibility to home
health care services is not a want it is
a need.
Birzeit University encourages students
to commit themselves to support their
communities both as students and
as professionals. It is a long-standing
tradition that students engage and lend
a helping hand with many activities
in the community, including the olive
harvest.
Kamar Taha

The GiveLife team: Raghad
AbuShama, Miral Albandak, and
Hadeel Khader.
Nour+ founder Kamar Taha with co-founders
Shahd Nasser and Layla Hussien.
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Bethlehem's
Dar Al Sabagh
A Message of Love, Dedication, and Hope

T

he town of Bethlehem enjoys
international fame as the
birthplace of Jesus Christ, only a
humble village more than 2,000
years ago. Pilgrims began to
By Issam Juha
come to Bethlehem beginning in
the fourth century and returned to their countries filled with stories about
the Holy Land. In the late nineteenth century, residents began to leave
Bethlehem to move to other countries. Most of these immigrants have been
faithful representatives and spokespersons who have spread knowledge of
Bethlehem’s history and holy places as well as the distinctive culture that
reflects the traditional Bethlehemite way of life.

In Chile, there is a significant
Palestinian community. After four
generations of emigration from the
Bethlehem area, including the cities
of Bethlehem, Beit Jala, and Beit
Sahour, there are approximately
500,000 Chilean citizens of
Palestinian origin. Alberto Kassis
Sabag was born in Santiago, Chile
in 1938, into a Palestinian family
that had initially migrated to Bolivia
and then moved to Chile in the
1930s.
In 1986, the Kassis Sabag family
traveled to Palestine to visit
the house their ancestors had
left when they emigrated from
Bethlehem. Alberto’s brother
Miguel was overwhelmed with
emotion and brought back to Chile
a piece of wood from the main
door of his Palestinian house. This
piece of history remained with
Miguel until the day he entered his
eternal rest.
In the year 2000, Alberto traveled
to Palestine together with José
Said, one of his close friends of
Palestinian descent, during the
Great Jubilee celebrated by Pope
John Paul II in Bethlehem. The
special moment they experienced
filled them with optimism and
deep emotion and inspired
them to create the Bethlehem
2000 Foundation in Chile. This
foundation has become a constant
source of help for needy children
and families in Palestine, and since
its creation, it has never ceased to
extend its support.
In 2020, after the death of José
Said, the foundation’s superior
council unanimously appointed
Alberto as the new president. He
presides over the foundation’s
proceedings and takes great
pride and joy in the work they
accomplish.
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Dar Al Sabagh staff with Alberto Kassis and
his wife during their visit to Bethlehem in
December 2021.

In October 2016, the town of
Bethlehem hosted the Bethlehem
Diaspora Convention “Back to the
Roots,” and Alberto and his family
decided to undertake a pioneering
initiative within the Palestinian
community: acquire the family
home, Dar Al Sabagh, and offer
this precious property for the use
of the local community as well as
for the Palestinian community living
in the diaspora. Alberto purchased
a third of Dar Al Sabagh, which
is composed of three connected
parts. The Dar Al Sabagh Project
aims to document the history of
the Kassis and Sabag families
and has contributed to the efforts
to revitalize Bethlehem’s Star
Street. This street, located next
to the Church of the Nativity, was
inscribed on the World Heritage
List in 2012. Alberto’s initiative has
motivated Palestinian entrepreneurs
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values that have been passed down
from generation to generation.
Alberto and his family have
become an inspiration and example
for many Palestinians in Chile and
around the world.

Alberto Kassis, a Chilean philanthropist of
Palestinian decent.

to purchase traditional buildings in
the historical city of Bethlehem and
to launch projects that serve the
local community and support the
city’s cultural diversity. In addition,
this experience has restored
the ties between the Palestinian
community that lives in Chile
and local community institutions,
municipalities, and NGOs that
in turn have encouraged other
key members of the Palestinian
community in Chile to establish
contacts with these entities.
Alberto has never forgotten
his beloved Palestine. Inspired
by many stories of help from
members of the community of
his origin, he embarked on a path
that he has never strayed from
and has engaged in work that has
never stopped. He and his wife,
Anita Sabag, have always wanted
to contribute to supporting their
beloved Palestine and spreading
knowledge about its history
throughout the world. Living in
the diaspora entails maintaining
traditions, engaging in education,
and preserving and promoting the
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In 2018, the Kassis family began
to support their beloved Palestine
through a project initiated by
George Al Ama in cooperation with
the Center for the Preservation of
Cultural Heritage (CCHP): Dar Al
Sabagh Center, a research and
studies center that targets the
Palestinian diaspora in particular.
Located in the home of the
Kassis Sabag family, the center
has received encouragement
and support from the family’s
descendants who now live in the
diaspora in Chile. During a period
of only a few years, the center has
become a welcoming space that
brings together Palestinians from
all over the world. Its existence
has managed to cross borders,
fulfilling objectives never before
imagined, and it is expected that
Dar Al Sabagh Center will continue
for years to come to remind
diaspora Palestinians of the origins
of their ancestors. It constitutes
a precious asset in the history of
each diaspora Palestinian and is
a site frequented and appreciated
by tourists who visit Bethlehem
to learn more about Palestinian
heritage and arts.
Dar Al Sabagh has facilitated more
than 300 hundred investigations
regarding families who have lived
and/or still live in Bethlehem,
helping Palestinians living in the
diaspora to learn more about
their roots. The center has also
established a meaningful network
that helps connect Palestinians
with each other. Dar Al Sabagh has
become a hub for culture and the

arts through the inclusion of
over 90 works of art offered by
George Al Ama. It has organized
cultural events with the aim
of highlighting the richness of
Palestinian cultural heritage and
organized an informative tour in
which Palestinians living in the
diaspora were able to explore
the historic cities of Bethlehem,
Beit Jala, and Beit Sahour,
illustrating their cultural heritage
sites and rich history.

An event in front of Dar al Sabagh on Star Street,
Bethlehem.

In 2019, Alberto purchased the
second part of Dar Al Sabagh.
His goal was to restore the
building and adopt it for use
as a boutique guesthouse. The
project began in February 2021
and is expected to be completed
by the summer of 2022.
This Christmas, Dar Al Sabagh
organized a three-day event
as part of the activities of the
Christmas Market managed by
the Municipality of Bethlehem.
The activities offered included
a night of poetry, a monodrama
performance, a Christmas
stand, and a Christmas
reception organized by H.E.
Mr. Christian Hodges-Nugent,
the ambassador of Chile to the
State of Palestine. A video about
Club Deportivo Palestino, the
successful Palestinian soccer
club in Santiago, was played for
the attendees.
Participants in these activities
have appreciated the inspiring
support extended by the Kassis
Sabag family that realized
the dream of a man with a
vision and has resulted in the
spread of his message of love,
dedication, and hope. Alberto,
his wife Anita Sabag, their
two daughters Ana Elizabeth
and Soraya, along with their

The interior of Dar Al Sabagh.

six grandchildren, are committed to
continuing the legacy of preserving
history and keeping the diaspora alive
and active in Chile and throughout the
world.
Issam Juha is the director of
the Centre for Cultural Heritage
Preservation and a former deputy
mayor of Bethlehem. An architect
with a master’s degree in world
heritage studies, Issam has been
responsible for several rehabilitation
projects that aim to revitalize
Bethlehem’s Star Street, among
them Dar Al Sabagh.
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Caring for Those
with Epilepsy
Confronting the Stigma

E

very culture has different ways of
looking at various illnesses and
disorders – from mental illness to
By Janine
epilepsy. There has been a growing
social stigma around epilepsy, as
Fattaleh-Diliani
many in our community consider
it a weakness or something to hide. This is harmful and damaging because it
can make it harder for those struggling with epilepsy to talk openly and ask for
help. Even though epilepsy is a neurological disorder and not a mental illness,
it carries the same stigma as mental illness, and many people with epilepsy
will often hide in shame because the strong social and cultural stigmas
surrounding mental illness that are prevalent in the Middle East prevent
discussions, education, and
aid. Norms in the Middle East
have molded us into thinking
that mental health is taboo,
something that should never
be discussed. These norms
have made us internalize
our mental health issues out
of fear of being labeled and
ostracized because they bring
“shame” and “dishonor” to
our families and friends. But it
is important to be able to talk
about epilepsy and confront
the stigma associated with it;
we must break the silence and
label it accurately as a medical
disorder.
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Epilepsy is a chronic neurological
disorder that takes the form
of recurring convulsive or
nonconvulsive seizures and can
affect people of all ages. It is not just
one condition; rather, it includes a
wide range of seizure types. When
someone has a single seizure,
it doesn’t necessarily mean that
the person has epilepsy, as nonepileptic seizures can result from
a range of other health conditions.
A seizure occurs when there is
a short circuit in the electrical
transmission between neurons. It
is a sudden, uncontrolled burst of
electrical activity in the brain caused
by complex chemical changes that
occur in nerve cells (neurons). The
brain has millions of nerve cells
that control the way we feel, think,
and move, and it uses electrical
signals to send messages between
nerve cells. When the regular
communication between the nerve
cells becomes disordered, our
feelings, thoughts, or movements
become momentarily confused and
are temporarily out of control. This
will cause a little change in the way
the brain works and therefore affects
the appearance and actions of a
person for a short period of time.
Seizures can affect people in many
different ways and come in many
different forms, depending on the
type of seizure and where in the
brain it originates. During a seizure,
normal brain activity can still
happen, and sometimes, some areas
of the brain can still function as they
always do while other areas cannot.
Although there are symptoms that
are considered typical of seizures,
they may be unpredictable. Common
symptoms are loss of awareness or
consciousness, blurry vision, visual
hallucinations (objects or things are
seen that aren’t really there), feelings

According to the
World Health
Organization,
around 50 million
people worldwide
have epilepsy, 80
percent of them live
in low- and middleincome countries.
Characterized by
recurrent seizures
that are a result of
excessive electrical
discharges in the
brain, epilepsy is
one of the fastestgrowing conditions
globally, and anyone,
anywhere, and at any
age can develop it.
It is estimated that
70 percent of people
with epilepsy could
live seizure-free if
diagnosed and treated
properly.
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platforms; private institutions hung
educational posters and a carved
purple wooden ribbon; stores
displayed purple ribbons on their
counters; and the bank posted a flyer
on social media. The goal has been
to reach as much of our population
as possible and to encourage
local institutions to continue the
momentum and support this cause
on an annual basis.
Janine Fattaleh-Diliani is a
Palestinian artist based in
Jerusalem. She holds a bachelor of
science degree from the University
of Miami in the United States. She
worked at Fortune PromoSeven, a

of panic, fear, or an out-of-body sensation. There may also be physical
changes such as repeated non-purposeful movements, called automatisms,
which can include lip-smacking or chewing movements and repeated hand
movements. Pupils may dilate or appear larger than normal, the person may
bite his/her tongue (due to clenching the teeth when muscles tighten), eyes
may roll back, and the person may unexpectedly lose control of urine or stool
or have difficulty breathing.

If you are with someone in this situation, follow these steps:
-Remain calm and time the seizure in order to note whether it lasts more
than five minutes, in which case, medical help would be required.
-Remove all the hard or sharp objects in the area in order to prevent
injury.
-Do not try to restrain the person but allow the seizure to take its course.
-Place something soft underneath the person’s head.
-Do not try to put anything in the person’s mouth because you risk
damaging the teeth or being bitten.
-Gently roll the person onto his/her side and push the jaw forward to
prevent the tongue from blocking the person’s breathing airway. (There
is no risk of swallowing the tongue.) Keep the person in this position
until s/he has fully recovered in order to prevent the person from
inhaling any potential post-seizure vomit. Recovery time is between 5
and 20 minutes.
-Stay with the person to provide reassurance.
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November is epilepsy awareness
month and is represented by a
purple ribbon. While awareness
ribbons don’t change the
challenging reality of epilepsy,
they do serve as symbols of
hope. As global foundations have
taken it upon themselves to raise
awareness about epilepsy, it is our
social and cultural responsibility to
engage locally to shift the stigma
surrounding epilepsy and build
awareness in our community.
In November of 2021, I launched
an awareness campaign in
Palestine among elementary
schools, private institutions, news
networks, and an internationally
acclaimed bank. These local
organizations supported me in
starting the invaluable dialogue
around epilepsy in Palestine,
including Jerusalem. The schools
educated their students about
the medical disorder; the news
networks notified the public about
epilepsy awareness month through
their newsfeed and social media

leading advertising agency in the
Middle East, as a senior account
executive. Janine is the winner
of two photography awards in
competitions conducted by Al
Hoash Art Court in Jerusalem. She
has also campaigned for epilepsy
awareness and will continue to
advocate for community support
and building resources for epilepsy
sufferers.
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Serving Palestine
with Love
The American Federation
of Ramallah, Palestine

I

n 2020 the COVID virus hit
the world like an uncontrolled
tornado and hurricane combined,
By Terry Ahwal and
devastating the world and killing
multitudes of people without
Isam Dughman
mercy. The scourge of this
virus and the bungled response by many international governments created
an unprecedented global catastrophe. This failure prompted the American
Federation of Ramallah, Palestine (AFRP) into action. After assessing the dire
situation in Palestine, former President Danny Harb and the AFRP board of
directors took several vital actions
to ensure that the Palestinian people
under Israeli occupation were not
to be forgotten. Working remotely,
like everyone else, the AFRP set
up its emergency plans to aid the
Palestinian people.

A doctor from the AFRP Medical Mission.
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The AFRP Medical Mission headed
by Bajis Katwan and Dr. Rajai
Khoury sprang into action to send
a million units of PPE and shipped
them directly to the Ramallah
municipality and hospitals. To
ensure delivery of the shipments,
the AFRP’s Government Relations
Committee contacted Senator
Dick Durban to urge him to push
Israel to the immediate release of
the shipment to the Palestinians.

Physicians from the AFRP Medical Mission during surgery.

In addition, the board of directors
authorized sending US$100,000
from the relief funds to needy
families, in addition to dedicating
more than US$5,000 each month
to this cause as long as needed.
Another US$100,000 was donated
to the Ramallah hospital by the
Ramallah Foundation, which further
sponsored 48 emergency COVID
beds to help ease the crisis in
Ramallah.
Despite the constraints and
hardships faced by AFRP members,
the ARFP Human Service Network,
especially Bassam Eways and Maher
Ajlouny, launched a fundraising
campaign for the medical mission,
sanitation project, and other needs of
the people in Palestine. In addition,
Salem Abdulnour raised US$60,000
for the relief fund. When the vaccines
became available, the AFRP led
the effort to secure help for the
Palestinian people. When rumors
swelled about Israel preventing
Palestinians from receiving their
vaccines,* the AFRP and other
Palestinian coalitions did not rest

until the United States pressured
Israel to allow vaccines in the
occupied territories.
This long-drawn-out explanation
is only a small sample of the
work done by the AFRP and its
members. Since its inception, the
AFRP core mission has been to
keep its members in the United
States connected and engaged
and to maintain ties to our beloved
Palestine, specifically Ramallah.
Palestine is our heart and soul. The
aroma of Palestine seeps into our
veins regardless of the distance or
the time that passes. With all its
tragedies and beauties, Palestine
shapes our dreams and destinies.
Even when we venture away to seek
a restful life, we find that we can only
rest in the bosom of Palestine.
Not a day goes by without working
for our people in Palestine. Being
exiled compels us to work for our
native land in order to heal our souls.
We have a spiritual attachment to
Palestine. The people in Palestine
may fret about their circumstances,
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to help students. Others give
anonymously to maintain the fund.
Some of the recipients have become
leaders in their own fields.

Delivery of masks and PPE to help Palestinian
hospitals combat COVID-19.

and rightly so, but we in the diaspora
ache for its embrace. We therefore
endeavor to gather and engage in
order to be with each other and to
help our motherland.
For 65 years the AFRP has lived
and thrived by this motto. The
founders of the federation and the
Ramallah Foundation set up a base,
and their descendants continue to
broaden it so that Palestine is not
forgotten. Since the AFRP is built on
actions not words, its founders and
successive leaders have relied on
actions rather than words to build
the federation. Recognizing that
education is our path to victory, the
founders set up scholarships for
people from Ramallah who live in
Palestine and in the United States.
The AFRP awards 60 scholarships
a year to deserving and needy
students. Members such as Paul
Ajlouny and the late Hanna Salah
set up scholarships in their names
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Education is only one of many
programs that are sanctioned by
the American Federation and the
Ramallah Foundation. The AFRP
Relief Fund, established 50 years
ago, continues to provide operational
and emergency funding to many
nonprofit organizations in Ramallah.
The AFRP raises and sends over
US$30,000 annually to schools and
agencies outside times of crisis
as well. Since the beginning of the
COVID crisis, the AFRP has sent
US$5,000 monthly to support 200
families who are affected by the
crisis. The AFRP Woman-to-Woman
Program sent US$25,000 to assist
women in need of support. Every
penny raised from our generous
donors is sent to the people who live
under the Israeli occupation.
There are many reasons to smile
in Ramallah and Palestine, but one
of the main reasons is that the
Ramallah Foundation and the AFRP
Medical Mission are making sure
that children born with cleft lips are
treated by volunteer doctors who not
only operate on the children but also
train local doctors who are not able
to travel because of the occupation.
Funds for this program are donated
by the Ramallah Foundation. Children
are not the only beneficiaries.
Ramallah’s vulnerable elderly live
safely in a nursing home built by
funds donated by the Ramallah
people. Today, John Joubran is
leading an effort to raise US$4.5
million to build a new home for the
elderly to ensure that their last days
are restful.
Contributing money is but one
element of support to Palestine.
Built on a solid structure, the

Participants of the AFRP cultural and exchange committee visiting the apartheid wall.

AFRP’s leaders and members are
always ready to heed the calls of
the Palestinians in Palestine. The
hands of our forefathers who planted
the olive trees in Ramallah never
dreamed that their trees would be
cultivated by their American-born
descendants who travel intentionally
to Palestine to harvest olives with
local Palestinians and protect them
from the Israeli settlers. Even though
they are blacklisted and sometimes
banned from entering Palestine,
they have stepped up their efforts to
advocate on behalf of Palestine.
The significance of olive trees, fig
trees, and olive oil is not lost on
our community. They symbolize
our resistance and connection to a
land we cherish; we therefore use
every opportunity to promote and
raise awareness of the theft of our
land. Najwa and Afif Baba who lead
the Ramallah Club of San Francisco
and their active members made it

their mission to promote and sell
these products and send the money
to Palestine. For 41 years, the
Ramallah Club has led a coalition
of Palestinian civic organizations to
celebrate Palestine Day, which sheds
light on the beauty of Palestinian
culture. Thousands of participants
feast on Palestinian dishes, listen
to Palestinian music, learn dabkeh
from local Palestinians, and, most
important, highlight the ugliness of
the occupation. Many non-Arabs
attend the event, including elected
officials who are no longer afraid to
support the Palestinian people. For
the last few years, the mayor of San
Francisco has issued a proclamation
to honor “Palestine Day.”
The creators of the AFRP Project
Hope never dreamed that people
such as Dr. Jessica Haddad,
Attorney Natalie Kandah, and Kathy
Harb would use their vacation
time to lead college-aged men and
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With the odds stacked against us, the AFRP and its members continue to
march on in support of our brothers and sisters in Palestine. There is no
shortage of people who dedicate their lives to support the Palestinian people.
Frankly, it soothes our hearts to be there for our suffering families in Palestine.
As much as the AFRP does to help Palestine, it is not enough! AFRP works will
continue to intensify and will not cease until the occupation is gone and the
Palestinian people are free.

Participants of Project Hope visiting Ramallah Municipality.

women to volunteer in Palestine. But
each year since 1997, a group of
twenty or more students have left
the comfort of their homes to work
in Ramallah. They build parks, clean
streets, paint schools, volunteer
in nonprofits, and much more.
While in Ramallah, they established
connections with their peers and
returned with a purpose to serve.
Project Hope participants such as
Julie Eadeh joined the US State
Department to ensure that our voices
are heard from the inside. Nicole
Khamis, a law student at Harvard
Law School, is now the chair of
Harvard Trek to Palestine.

We never cease to take the
opportunity to pay homage to
Palestine and its heroic resisters.
Even in death we pay tribute to
Palestine. Many of our members
choose to honor their deceased
loved ones by directing their
donations to the Greening of
Ramallah Program. We challenge
our grief by beautifying Ramallah
and donating money to plant trees in
Ramallah. To make Ramallah and the
West Bank child-friendly, the AFRP
has joined the Muna and Basem
Hishmeh Foundation and Bank of
Palestine to build playgrounds for
children throughout Palestine.

Young American Palestinians helping local Palestinians pick their olives to protect them from Israeli
settlers.

Project Hope participants striking a pose at the Nelson Mandela statue.

Born in Ramallah, Terry Ahwal
immigrated to Detroit, Michigan,
in 1972. A University of Michigan
graduate, she was the first
Palestinian-American to be
appointed Assistant County
Executive in the state of Michigan.
Terry served as a vice president
of the Detroit Medical Center, as
a member on numerous nonprofit
and governmental boards, and as
elected president of the American
Federation of Ramallah, Palestine.
She helps nonprofits with their
business plans and has been
banned from entering Palestine for
ten years.

Isam W. Dughman was born and
raised in Ramallah, Palestine, and
immigrated in 1976 to the United
States. He currently lives in San
Francisco. He has been involved
in the American Federation of
Ramallah for the past 35 years.
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Rami Ayyub, Nidal al-Mughrabi, “Palestinians accuse Israel of preventing COVID-19 vaccine transfer to
Gaza,” Reuters, February 15, 2021, available at ttps://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirusisrael-palestinian-idUSKBN2AF1UG.
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Taawon
Combining Forces for
Social Responsibility

A

pproximately four decades ago, a
group of Palestinian businessmen
and intellectuals – including, the
late Abdul Majeed Shuman, the
late Haseeb Al-Sabbagh, the late
By Luay Khoury
Abdul Mohsen Al-Qattan, and Munib
Al-Masri – launched the Welfare Association, now known as Taawon. This
engagement came at a time when the Arab region was in the midst of a very
difficult phase, and the Palestinian national project was facing the danger of
being extinguished after the invasion of Lebanon, the siege of Beirut, and the
expulsion of the Palestine Liberation Organization into exile in Tunis.
The goal of establishing Taawon was clear and simple, yet profound at
the same time. The basic concept was based on the idea of merging the
economic successes and thought leadership of Palestinians in the homeland
and in the diaspora. This concept appealed to many Palestinians who joined
Taawon over the years, and the new constituency worked in harmony and
agreed to deploy its intellectual and financial resources to serve the Palestinian
people, without becoming entangled in political conflicts, controversies,
or jurisprudence. During the past four decades, Taawon has been able to
build and maintain a healthy governance structure that forms the basis of its
credibility among all stakeholders, including individual and institutional donors,
as well as its beneficiaries and Palestinian society at large. With proper
succession planning, Taawon has been able to implement best practices in
running NGOs in an extremely delicate and politically volatile region. Taawon
has also kept pace with numerous economic, technological, and social
changes without losing sight of its vision: namely, that of the Palestinian
people as citizens of an independent, free, and democratic Arab Palestine,
living in dignity, prosperity, and self-fulfillment, with equitable access to
opportunities to realize their full potential with distinction and creativity.
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Furthermore, since its inception,
Taawon has been keen to reach
out to all segments of Palestinian
society in terms of geography, age
groups, gender, and social needs.
Taawon’s work has always been
guided by the highest sense of
national social responsibility, which
has translated into the strategic
goal of developing the capacities of
Palestinian individuals, strengthening
steadfastness, and preserving
Palestinian identity. Its work is
also based on a strategic planning
framework that focuses on meeting
the needs of its target groups while
creating the necessary impact
and social return on investment.
Taawon’s operations presently cover
the sectors of education, cultural
heritage preservation, community
development, and the provision
of emergency and humanitarian
assistance as and when needed.

Taawon’s financial contribution to
Palestinians since its establishment
stands today at around US$850
million, making it the leading
development institution in Palestine
and the region.
Finally, it is worth noting that the
rapid changes in the local, regional,
and global landscapes require
Taawon to enact the necessary
institutional and structural changes
that make it better equipped to
deal with future challenges and
risks while maximizing its impact
and strengthening its commitment
towards Palestine. Such changes

Wajd Program, early child development.
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Taawon founders.

include redefining Taawon’s role
and adopting flagship programs
that then can induce a ripple
effect throughout the Palestinian
socioeconomic ecosystem for
greater impact. Flagship programs
could cover more than one focus
area under one theme. Regardless
of the final destination of its
current transformation journey,
Taawon will continue to uphold and
honor its mission: As a leading
Supporting women in the agricultural sector –
Tamkeen Youth Empowerment Program – Taawon.

nongovernmental Palestinian
development organization, Taawon
strives to make a distinguished
contribution toward furthering
the progress of Palestinians,
preserving their heritage and identity,
supporting their living culture, and
building civil society. It aims to
achieve these goals by methodically
identifying the Palestinian people’s
needs and priorities and establishing
the soundest mechanisms to
maximize the benefits from the
available funding resources.
Luay Khoury is the chairman of
the board of Taawon (Welfare
Organization), a leading
independent Palestinian nonprofit
civil society organization,
registered in Switzerland, with
headquarters in Ramallah and
offices in Geneva, London,
Amman, Beirut, Jerusalem, and
Gaza.
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Renovation of Al-Khalidi family residential courtyard in the Old
City of Jerusalem in efforts to preserve Palestinian heritage.
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Philanthropy,
Volunteerism, Charity
The Cornerstone of Palestinian
Steadfastness

P

hilanthropy is an endeavor
that Palestinians have always
considered their duty, a backbone
of steadfastness that goes hand in
hand with the struggle for freedom.
By Manal Issa
In its crudest form, philanthropy
is the giving of time, talent, and money. A cornerstone of Palestinian
steadfastness, it is practiced spontaneously, with the conscious intention
of doing good, occasionally without a label or a name. It is people helping
people, contributing to families who lost loved ones or had their homes
demolished, and assisting farmers in picking olives, as well as providing for
neighbors and extended families when catastrophe attacks their lives. It is the
faith that unites us Palestinians in our conviction that we can bring about a free
and better future. Initially, the practice focused on giving to individuals in the
confidence that this individual would support a family – as families form the
core of society. This helped generations of youth exercise steadfastness,
remain on the land, contribute to society, and live their lives as proud
Palestinians. Giving in order to support steadfastness encouraged
volunteerism, spread charity, and inspired further philanthropic
giving.

international organizations. While
this practice diverted volunteerism
from its focus, there were always
reasons to revive it. The decline of
foreign aid to Palestine and the need
for humanitarian support prompted
people to rekindle their desire to
drive social change. Nowadays,
creativity in volunteerism is the
backbone of youth activism in
Palestine. Among such initiatives,
there are youth groups that took
the lead with trips to remote
areas to volunteer by cleaning
and fixing public space in villages
and ordering homemade meals
prepared by working women in the
villages. Nonprofit organizations
pride themselves on the number
of volunteers who serve in their
organizations and contribute to
social change.
Charity, or giving money and helping
individuals, is a practice associated
with faith in the three religions of
Palestine. In Christianity, the tithe
is set at 10 percent of income.
Judaism espouses tzedakah and
ma’sar kesafim (tithing), while in
Islam, zyakat obliges individuals
to give 2.5 percent of the wealth
that has been in their possession

Acknowledging the
significant role of
volunteerism in
Palestinian societies
sheds light on the
practice of giving that
supports philanthropy
and is essential for the
communities.

for a lunar year. Charity correlates
with humanitarianism. It is part
and parcel of the support to
Palestinians that has been essential
in helping civilians survive attacks
on their lives and the destruction
and confiscation of their land and
property. The Gaza Strip has been
under continuous attack; civilians
have faced dramatic human costs
with losses of family members,
jobs, homes, organizations, even
hospitals. Basic needs such as
food, shelter, and medical treatment
have been supported by charity and
humanitarianism. Charity makes
a positive impact on supporting

Volunteerism, or giving time and talent, has been an
ever-growing phenomenon in Palestinian societies.
The 1980s are considered its golden era, with the
inception of volunteer communities in diverse
locations in Palestine and the birth of the first
Intifada (uprising). Then, there were waves
in which the practice was discouraged as a
consequence of the Oslo Accords. With the influx
of foreign aid, volunteerism started to be shaped by
remuneration against voluntary hours, as practiced by
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impact on our current situation, have
caused us to doubt. But this doubt
we must dissolve. Disengagement
from giving is not a solution.
Engaging in philanthropy is a
mandate for regaining hope and for
building the future that we pledged
for ourselves, our children, and our
youth.
steadfastness – despite the fact
that Palestinians resent the reasons
that necessitate assistance and
aid. Needing charity has never
been a choice for Palestinians; it is
enforced by the Israeli occupation
and colonization of our land. Charity
has served as the backbone of
resilience, and giving has been
based on motives grounded in faith
and humanitarianism. Nevertheless,
Palestinians are striving to
overcome the need for charity while
simultaneously endorsing a concept
of charity that serves as a motive for
sustained giving.
Philanthropy – giving to initiate
change, giving to individuals,
giving to causes – has been the
main and preferred contribution of
the Palestinian diaspora since the
Nakba forced thousands into exile.
Diverse forms of support motivate
giving, with a priority given to
building schools, universities, and
hospitals, in addition to supporting
families in their daily living. These
forms were extended by establishing
philanthropic institutions to
sustain development in various
communities. Foundations such as
the Welfare Association (Taawon)
were established to help develop
Palestinian society. Philanthropy
has supported families, individuals,
communities, and organizations
and serves people, helps build
steadfastness, empowers resilience,
and fuels the fight for freedom.
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Diaspora Palestinians have created
little “Palestines” worldwide in the
places of refuge that the exiles
have created for themselves. They
have contributed wholeheartedly to
the Palestinian cause, raised their
voices, and defended their position
in the struggle for freedom and selfdetermination.
Then came the labeling and
accreditation of who qualifies as
a Palestinian and who owns the
right to Palestine. This disease
infected society and tainted
the consciousness of ordinary
individuals. The act of reaffirming
“Palestine for all Palestinians”
and healing communities places
philanthropy in a leading position
as a platform for participation,
inclusion, and unity of vision – an
imperative mission for sustaining
hope. Philanthropic support given to
organizations aims to sustain their
small-scale projects that support
the general cause of Palestinians,
thereby creating work opportunities
and helping families generate
income, allowing them to lead
meaningful lives and regain their
dignity. Furthermore, such action
helps youth resist the colonial force
that aims to drive them out, helping
them stay on the land instead of
seeking a life far from home but free
from the occupation.
Setbacks in the history of giving
to the Palestinian cause, and their

With the decline in foreign aid
to Palestinians, the need for
philanthropy is more prominent
now than ever. Engagement
in philanthropy that supports
organizations, causes, communities,
and individuals is fundamental
to steadfastness, resilience, and
the hope for freedom. Supporting
Palestinians, wherever they live,
is our common responsibility.
Supporting displaced Palestinians
is a duty that we all must
uphold. Everyone can give and
contribute! Everyone can engage
in philanthropy: by planning an
annual giving agenda and giving, for
example, 2 percent of one’s assets
annually. Even small contributions
make an impact, and that is key.
Organizations hold an immense
responsibility towards philanthropy
that can be met by creating
giving platforms and ensuring
transparency, accountability, and
responsible spending. While trust
is the anchor for philanthropy, it is
generally missing in practice. To
enable beneficiaries and donors to
trust organizations, these need to
follow best practices in philanthropic
giving. Indeed, this practice is
also growing in the East, not just
in the West. In Asia nowadays,
philanthropists are leading initiatives
that change lives and help people
out of poverty. But it is an obligation
for all of us to maximize the impact
of philanthropy. Organizations,
communities, and individuals need

Maintaining a healthy
environment for
philanthropy, providing
the conditions that
allow philanthropy to
grow, and promoting
an appreciation
of philanthropy
is everyone’s
responsibility – which
serves to sustain giving
for Palestine and the
Palestinian cause
overall.

to change their attitudes and cease
taking philanthropy for granted.
We share a common responsibility
towards contributors and must
achieve results, fulfill the promises
made, and create an impact, whether
these contributors are individuals or
institutions.
Manal Issa works as a senior
fundraiser and advancement
professional, focusing on higher
education organizations in the
Middle East. Holding an MA in
philanthropic studies from Indiana
University, she currently lives and
works at the American University
of Kurdistan in Duhok, in the
Kurdistan Region of Iraq.
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Archbishop
Desmond Tutu
The Struggle for Liberation
in South Africa and Palestine

D

It is in such a context that Desmond
grew up as a black and poor
South African under a system of
segregation. As a Christian boy,
he saw that the church in South
Africa was no better but rather kept
people apart according to the color
of their skin, making the Sunday
service hour the most segregated
hour of the week. Later on, as a
trained black teacher, he protested
the Bantu (Black) Education Act of
1953 that enforced segregation in
the educational system, confining
blacks to an education that would
keep them as cheap laborers. By the
mid-1950s, Tutu went to seminary
to study theology, and he was

ordained in 1960 as an Anglican
priest. The era of the sixties and
seventies saw the manifestation
of the brutal oppression carried
out by the white apartheid regime
in South Africa and the rise of the
anti-apartheid movement. This
had to have its effect on Tutu who
became interested in black theology
and involved in the anti-apartheid
struggle of his people.
Within two decades, Tutu became
an international icon for the antiapartheid struggle, a beacon for the
quest for liberation from oppression,
and an unwavering voice for justice,
which earned him the Nobel Peace

esmond Mpilo Tutu was born in
1931 to a poor black South African
family in the city of Klerksdorp, one
of the first Dutch settlements in that
area. Living in the black residential
By Rev. Mitri Raheb
area of town, Desmond grew up
in the de facto segregated reality of Apartheid South Africa. However, it wasn’t
until 1948 that apartheid became de jure the official policy in South Africa. That
same year, the State of Israel was established, causing the Palestinian Nakba: a
catastrophic year for both Palestinians and South African blacks. Both countries,
South Africa and Israel, are products of European colonial history, as the Dutch
and the British created segregated policies that are based on race and ethnicity
in South Africa and on religion in Palestine, respectively.
Yet, while neither entity was a classical neocolonial entity, both are clear cases
of settler colonial states. The main feature that distinguishes settler colonialism
from classical or neocolonialism is the fact that settler colonialists come
to settle in an occupied land permanently, exercising state sovereignty and
juridical control over the indigenous land, while ultimately aiming to eliminate
the native people. The natives become extraneous while the settlers are casts
as natives. Thus, settler colonialism develops different mechanisms, ideological
constructs, and social narratives that underline their racial, ethnic, and social
supremacy. The indigenous land is described as terra nullius, empty or barren
land that is just waiting to be “discovered,” thus becoming the private property
of the settlers. The native people are depicted with racist constructs as savage,
violent, and dangerous while the settlers are portrayed as the chosen people, the
civilized, and brave pioneers. To defend the settled property from the savages,
a policing state is created and given extraordinary power over the native people,
including power over their civil affairs. In all settler colonial projects, the Bible is
utilized to sugarcoat the settler colonial policies and practices.
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Prize in 1984. A year later, Tutu was
elected as the first Anglican bishop
of Johannesburg and soon after that
as the first black archbishop of Cape
Town.
During the year that Tutu was
ordained bishop of Johannesburg, a
group of South African theologians
issued a theological manifesto that
became known as the Kairos South
Africa Document. For Archbishop
Tutu it was clear that the apartheid
ideology had to be fought not only on
the streets of South Africa, and not
only in international forums, but also
in the theological arena. The Kairos
South Africa Document identified
three different forms of theologies
that are at work in the South African
context. It labelled the first as State
Theology, the theology of the white
establishment in South Africa that
gave the theological reasoning
behind the apartheid ideology. White
supremacy was projected into the
Bible, and certain verses from the

Hebrew Bible were used to portray
blacks as divinely predestined to
serve their white lords and masters.
This theology highlighted the
importance of law and order for
the society and thus the system of
racial segregation, including brutal
military crackdowns on blacks in
their Bantustans. The second form of
existing theology was called Church
Theology. This kind of theology
did not necessarily approve of the
apartheid ideology but shied away
from confronting it. It is a theology
that ignores the sociopolitical
analysis of the context; it spiritualizes
liberation, reducing it to a salvation
of the soul, and preaching a cheap
version of peace and reconciliation
that does not challenge the status
quo of segregation but calls for
people to love one another – without
giving any attention to the power
asymmetry.
The third form of theology was
called Prophetic Theology. It is a
theology that can read the signs
of the time (kairos is an Ancient
Greek word denoting the opportune
moment) and that does not shy
away from naming apartheid as a
sin against God and the community.

This theology preaches the whole
gospel with a holistic understanding
of liberation: both as the salvation
from sin and the liberation from
sociopolitical and economic
oppression. Prophetic Theology
is not a theoretical exercise but
a concrete call to action infused
by hope. Archbishop Tutu was
the embodiment of this Prophetic
Theology. For him it was crystal
clear that God has created all human
beings, black and white, for freedom.
Based on this conviction he dared
to walk the talk, to speak truth to
power, to represent the cause of his

people in the world arena, and to tell
the South African Pharaoh to “Let
my people go!”
These three kinds of theology are
not exclusively South African. They
are found in Israel today. Zionism
with its settler colonial ideology is
a kind of a secular state theology
that uses the Old Testament as a
blueprint to continue the occupation
of Palestinian land and bodies.
Church Theology is visible in many
of the Western theologies that, based
on their bad conscience due to the
Holocaust, ignore the realities on
the ground in Palestine, disregard
the nature of the Israeli settler
colonial project, and are obsessed
with creating occasions for cheap
Israeli-Palestinian dialogue that fails
to address the core issue at stake. It
is for this reason and in the spirit of
the South African Kairos Document
that in 2009 a group of Palestinian
theologians and lay leaders from
diverse denominations launched the
Kairos Palestine document. In it, they
declared that the Israeli occupation
is a sin against God and the people;
they called for creative resistance
and proclaimed that it is high time
for liberation from the occupation.
It comes as no surprise that
Archbishop Tutu was a strong
supporter of the Palestinian struggle
for liberation. Tutu’s acquaintance
with Palestine reaches as far back
as 1966, when he came as a priest
to Jerusalem to study Arabic and
Greek. Living in East Jerusalem, at
Saint George’s College, he was only
a few steps away from Mandelbaum
Gate that divided the city and
segregated its inhabitants.
In 1989, at the height of the first
Intifada, Tutu came to Palestine
on a solidarity visit. No doubt,
the archbishop was very well
acquainted with uprisings of the
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oppressed, including his own
people in Soweto. Speaking at the
Shepherds’ Fields in Beit Sahour
– welcomed by thousands of
Palestinians, both Christian and
Muslim, and representatives of
the Israeli peace movement – the
archbishop repeatedly pointed to the
parallels between South Africa and
Israel. He would talk about systemic
humiliation and discriminatory laws
and then pause to say, “I’m not
talking about Israel, I’m talking about

South Africa.” The crowd roared with
laughter because they knew exactly
what he was referring to. Tutu
was also one of the first to identify
the situation in Israel/Palestine
as apartheid, thirty years prior to
B’tselem and Human Rights Watch.
In fact, based on the constricted
geography into which the Israeli
state confines the Palestinians, Tutu
described the situation in Palestine
as worse than South African
apartheid. The archbishop was fully
aware of the strong ties between the
white South African regime and the
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Israeli state; not only was he able to
see firsthand and with his own eyes
the parallel ideologies and political
structures of both countries, but
also, with his heart, he was able
to feel the pain of the Palestinian
people, a pain he experienced during
his entire life.
The early 1990s were years of
optimism and change. Following
the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989
came the release of Nelson

Mandela from prison in 1990, the
Madrid Conference in 1991, the
Oslo Accords in 1993, and the
dismantling of the South African
apartheid state in 1994. These years
increased Tutu’s optimism that, like
South Africa, Palestine might soon
be liberated. He was disappointed.
In 2006, following the Beit Hanoun
massacre in which 17 Palestinian
civilians were killed by the Israeli
military forces, the archbishop
headed a United Nations fact-finding
mission and submitted a report

to the UN Human Rights Council
with the results of the investigation.
Together with a group called The
Elders,* Tutu came another time to
Palestine in 2009 with the hope of
pushing for a political breakthrough,
but this trip also failed to bring about
any tangible results. Frustrated with
the Israeli policies, and coming from
a successful boycott movement
that was instrumental in isolating
the white South African government
and dismantling apartheid, the
archbishop did not shy away from
supporting the Palestinian BDS
movement as a peaceful means to
complement efforts to end the Israeli
occupation of Palestinian land.
Archbishop Tutu retired from public
life in 2010. He was able to see with
his own eyes the end of apartheid
in his own country. Yet, though
blacks are free to vote, and the
segregation system is dismantled,
economic apartheid is still in place,
with whites controlling the land,
resources, and economy while
most black South Africans still live
in poverty in their Bantustans. The
recent black leadership proved
to be a disappointment to the
archbishop and thus became a
target for his criticism. One might
say that after the collapse of the
Soviet Union, the Western empire
was able to co-opt the liberation
movements in South Africa (ANC)
and in Palestine (PLO), engaging
them to act as subcontractors who
self-govern their people even though
structural oppression had not yet
(truly) been dismantled. In this
sense, the mission has not been
fully accomplished in South Africa,
and the situation in Palestine has
become even worse. Archbishop

*

Desmond Tutu died on December
26, 2021. Palestinians lost a friend
and the world a courageous leader.
He has shown us the way, but
the rest of the journey is for us to
complete. Tutu’s legacy challenges
us to dare to speak up, to choose
sides, and to take a stand. His words
still resonate: “If you are neutral
in situations of injustice, you have
chosen the side of the oppressor.
If an elephant has its foot on the
tail of a mouse and you say that
you are neutral, the mouse will not
appreciate your neutrality.”
Rev. Prof. Mitri Raheb is the
founder and president of Dar
al-Kalima University in Bethlehem.
Professor Raheb is the author
and editor of numerous articles
and over 40 books that have been
translated into 13 languages. He
served as senior pastor of the
Christmas Lutheran Church in
Bethlehem and president of the
Synod of the Evangelical Lutheran
Church in Jordan and the Holy
Land, and is a member of the
Palestinian National Council and
the Palestinian Central Council. A
recipient of numerous awards, Rev.
Raheb has founded several NGOs
and is a founding member and
author of Kairos Palestine.
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The Elders, “Who we are,” available at https://theelders.org/who-we-are.
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Personality of the Month

Zahi Khouri

W

not only is Zahi always on time for
meetings and appointments, but
despite his busy schedule he always
finds time to meet friends, volunteer
at NGOs, chair boards, and invite
guests for lunches and dinners. Last
but not least, Zahi genuinely loves his
homeland Palestine and his people.
He does not repeat political slogans

but serves 24/7 and without much
noise as an advocate for Palestine’s
liberation from occupation.
Rev. Mitri Raheb, founder and
president of Dar al-Kalima
University in Bethlehem.

I have known Zahi Khouri since 1993, when he was one of the first Palestinian
businesspersons to arrive in Palestine after the Madrid peace process and the
Oslo peace deal. He was literally the first one to move from his comfortable life
in New York to settle eventually into a house he bought in the Old City in order
to send a message to his peers. I got to know him well because I oversaw the
development of the Palestinian private sector at the Orient House under the late
Faisal Husseini. The strategy then was to attract diaspora business leaders to
return home, enticing them to partner with their counterparts in the West Bank,
Gaza, and East Jerusalem to build the nascent state that was being formed
under the Oslo process. Mr. Khouri did not come back looking for comfort or
wealth, he had enjoyed these conditions back in New York. He came back to
support his homeland and his compatriots. While he helped set up many of the
corporate entities we see today active in Palestine, he has never stopped working
for the collective, the country, because he knows well that for a country to be
independent politically it needs to be independent economically – and that our
youth have to find dignity and jobs in Palestine.
hen we identified Zahi Khouri as TWiP’s Personality of the
Month for January 2022, we asked Zahi: “Who would have
a comprehensive enough knowledge of your life to write the
article?” His reponse? “No one!” And so we’ve gathered a
number of perspectives to create as full a portrait as possible.

Zahi Khouri is one of a kind. He
might be best known as a successful
businessman, yet he is a Palestinian
refugee who had to flee to Lebanon
from Jaffa in 1948 and who was able
through hard work and against all
odds to excel in business wherever
he went: Saudi Arabia, Latin America,
the United States, and finally in
his homeland, Palestine. Living
according to mantras such as “Life
does not excuse the fainthearted”
and “Diamonds are made under
pressure,” his ability to build, cultivate,
and expand networks is unique. Like
no other, he has been able to build
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strong relationships not only with
the Palestinian and Arab business
communities but also with politicians
in diverse countries such as Palestine,
Jordan, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, and
the United States, to name a few. His
extraordinary flexibility enables him to
move within the various communities
of business, politics, and culture.
Yet, in addition to work and wealth,
Zahi masters the third “w,” which
is wisdom. He has a special gift in
mentoring the people he works with,
giving advice, and lending a helping
hand when necessary. Another skill
he has mastered is time management:

Mr. Khouri is the best at connecting with global leaders, media tycoons,
Hollywood stars, congressmen, and US and European political leaders. In
fact, I used to call him a one-man PR machine for Palestine. He has the best
connections and takes every opportunity to host high-powered figures in his Old
City home that plays a central role in lobbying and advocating for Palestine. We
worked together with private sector leaders to promote Palestine at the World
Economic Forum MENA Summits, starting with Casablanca in 1994 and ending
with many rounds in Davos. We spared no effort to receive delegations at home,
and Mr. Khouri was part of a permanent group of business leaders who traveled
twice a year to advocate for Palestinian rights with the US administration and
Congress. He spent more time on these voluntary national missions than on
taking care of his commercial interests.
Mr. Khouri is also a silent philanthropist, whose donations support many causes
without publicity or fanfare. He is always worried about the future of the younger
generation in Palestine and promotes the ideals of good governance and of ethics
and professionalism in managing business, having high hopes for the Palestine to
which he returned in the 1990s. He is someone who deserves to be recognized
even with the simplest of gestures. We know Mr. Khouri will continue to work for
the country he loves and support its people because the mission is not yet over.
Kamel Husseini, Chief Strategic Engagements and Investors Relations
Officer at Bank of Palestine
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Zahi Khouri is a founding member of
the NGO Development Center (NDC)
and served on its board of directors
as chair for multiple terms. Under his
leadership, and since its establishment
in 2006, NDC has thrived, becoming
a main national mechanism that
provides technical and financial
support to the NGO sector in
Palestine and serving as a platform
for the exchange of knowledge
and information on best practices
and standards. NDC has incubated
several innovative development
models that were replicated both
locally and regionally. A strong
promotor of good governance,
transparency, and accountability,
Mr. Khouri directed NDC within a
very challenging context, gaining the
respect of donors, partners, and civil
society, and relentlessly enhancing
the relationship and coordination with
government counterparts.

Under Mr. Khouri’s support and
guidance, NDC mobilized more than
US$110 million to support more than
500 Palestinian NGOs in providing
complementary social services to
poor and marginalized individuals
who live in the most disadvantaged
and underserved communities, thus
striving to improve the human rights
situation in Palestine.
Mr. Khouri’s exceptional chairmanship
and active engagement has
helped NDC to take advantage
of opportunities and grow into
the credible institution it is today. He
has been a key influencer in
developing NDC’s policy, strategy, and
direction.
Ghassan Kasabreh, director of
the NGO Development Center
since November 2006.

“Hello Ustaz Zahi… How are you? I wonder if you could assist in this case?”
“Hey Ustaz Zahi, I wonder if you could financially support this institution
or that one?” “Ustaz Zahi, what are your thoughts on the current American
administration’s position on this particular issue?” “Good afternoon, Ustaz
Zahi, Dr. Saeb Erekat would like to see you in 30 minutes, could you come
over to our office?” “Good morning, Mr. Khouri, I know how busy you are as
a member of the board of trustees of numerous organizations. Yet, can I ask
you to accept the invitation to be a board member of Al-Ma’mal Foundation
for Contemporary Art?” “Hey, Mr. Zahi, can I ask you to use your office to
try to help in sorting out this problem?” “Hello, Mr. Zahi, I’m not sure where
you are today – in Jerusalem, Amman, or the United States – but in any case,
can you please get back to me?” In almost all situations, Zahi’s response and
interaction on issues is timely, on the spot, and most of the time results in
positive, professional, and serious engagement.
The management skills and the efficiency that Abu Rami has shown in all the
cases I dealt with outside the circle of his business life have been amazing.
Equally important is the wisdom he continually shows when giving advice. For
those who do not know: Mr. Zahi Khouri made his fortune with hard work and
perseverance.
When his family became refugees in the aftermath of the Nakba, it left behind
its fortune, including a house in Al-Ajamiyeh Quarter in Jaffa. The misery of
the Nakba, however, forged Zahi Khouri into a successful businessman, a man
of dignity and honesty who extends his hand to those who approach him.
Even when shaken by personal tragedy, Zahi has remained faithful, teaching us
that God’s will always guides our path.
In my lifetime I have worked with several decent and patriotic leaders. Zahi
Khouri is one of them and close to my heart, someone I highly respect.
H.E. Issa Kassissieh, Ambassador of Palestine to the Holy See and the
Sovereign Order of Malta.
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Historical Personality of the Month

Dhahir al-Umar al-Zaydani
(1689–1775)

Portrait painted by Ziad Zaydany in 1990.

By Saleem Zoughbi

I

n late August 1775 the Ottoman navy attacked Acre from the sea, facing strong
resistance from Palestinian Arab forces. But when the Arab leader Dhahir
al-Umar al-Zaydani, at 85 years of age, realized that his long-time deputy
commander’s betrayal would cause defeat, he decided to leave the city that was
under heavy bombardment to spare civilian lives. As he departed through Acre’s
gates, an Ottoman bullet hit his neck and threw him off his horse. An enemy soldier
rushed to decapitate him. Dhahir’s severed head was then delivered to Istanbul. With
this death, an important period of Arab national freedom ended.
Sheikh Dhahir al-Umar al-Zaydani was most notable for his ability to rule wisely, defy
the Ottomans, and form an early Palestinian government. Born in 1689 in the Galilean
village of Arrabat al-Battuf, east of Acre, Dhahir in the mid-eighteenth century became
an autonomous Arab ruler of northern Palestine, while the region was still part of the
Ottoman Empire. For much of his reign, that started in the 1730s and lasted a lifetime,
his domain was mainly the Galilee. Successive headquarters included Tiberias, Arraba,
Nazareth, and Deir Hanna. After 1746, he ruled from Acre, fortifying the city and making
it a center of the cotton trade between Palestine and Europe. In the mid-1760s, he
reestablished the port town of Haifa as well. At that time, he served as governor of
Sidon, Nablus, Jerusalem, Gaza, Ramla, Jaffa, and Jabal Ajlun. In 1768, Sultan Mustafa
III pronounced him Sheikh of Acre; Emir of Nazareth, Tiberias, Safed; and Sheikh of the
entire Galilee.
Dhahir successfully withstood assaults and sieges by the Ottoman governors of Sidon
and Damascus who attempted to diminish his influence – frequently supported by the
rural people in the territories under his government that extended from Beirut to Gaza
and Ajlun. His strong personality was charismatic and powerful; he was firm yet socially
welcoming and compassionate.
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A successful entrepreneur, Dhahir
developed cotton and olive oil export
to Europe and used the revenues to
strengthen government and attend to
the welfare of the inhabitants. He ran
his administration wisely and firmly,
determined to differentiate himself from
the Ottoman governing body maintaining
domestic security. His flexible taxation
policies were well appreciated by the
local population. His sense of nationalism
was strong and encouraged the freedom
of worship and beliefs. Dhahir allowed
the building not only of mosques, such
as the Omari Mosque in Tiberias, but
also of churches, especially in Christian
villages such as Deir Hanna, as well
as St. Gabriel Church in Nazareth.
He developed society through the
construction of commercial buildings,
dwellings, and fortifications throughout
Galilee.
Dhahir and his forces strove to bring
important geographic locations, including
many small villages, into his coalition
of governance, sometimes through
marriage. Thus, he secured the loyalty
of the fortified village of Deir al-Qassi by
marrying the daughter of its sheikh, Abd
al-Khaliq Salih.
The period between 1744 and 1765
was the “golden age” for Dhahir. His
rule secured the life of poor villagers
from Beirut to Gaza. This stability
and economic-agrarian development
encouraged people from other parts
of the Ottoman Empire to immigrate to
Galilee. Dhahir embraced a policy of
abetting farmers to cultivate and harvest
their fields and facilitated the export
of agricultural products. A remarkable
policy at that time was that he provided
loans to the poor, gave farmers free
seeds, and offered tax relief during
drought seasons or economic hardship,
partly to encourage new farmers to
start their own agricultural farms. At
times, he took over the responsibility
for outstanding payments for farmers’

or merchants’ debts. Dhahir maintained
and even advanced economic relations
with Europe through direct economic
partnerships, rather than depending on
the Ottoman government. He promoted
close ties with French trading companies,
not knowing that 25 years after his death,
Napoleon would come to take over his
city. Moreover, Dhahir earned people’s
respect for his strong measures against,
thieves, bandits, and outlaws. But he was
smart and dedicated enough to regularly
pay taxes to the Ottoman authorities, thus
maintaining a degree of stability in his
relationship with Istanbul.
Sultan Mustafa III was more of a
philosopher and a romantic than the
sultan of a large empire. Ever-increasing
conflicts between Arab clans and
conspiratorial powers in the high
echelons of the Ottoman government
proved fateful. Taking advantage of a
state of weakness in 1774, immediately
after the sultan died and before Sultan
Abdul Hamid I embarked on the business
of governing the empire, Dhahir’s
enemies, including some members of
his family, formed an alliance against him
and supported the Ottoman navy attack
on Acre in 1775.
At school, we were taught about great
Palestinians, but unfortunately very
little is being taught, even today, about
personalities such as Dhahir al-Umar
al-Zaydani. Certainly a forerunner of
Palestinian nationalism, he was one of
the greatest Palestinian personalities
in the eighteenth century. Had I known
about him back in my school days, I
would not have wondered very often
about why we do not have Arabs like
Bismarck or Garibaldi.
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Artist of the Month

Alaa Attoun

B

orn in Amman, Jordan, in 1994, Alaa as an eight-month-old baby
made his return to Jerusalem, where he grew up and currently
resides. He received his BA in contemporary arts from Dar AlKalima College for Arts and Culture in Bethlehem. After graduating,
he worked as an art instructor in Jerusalem schools and as an assistant art
coordinator at Al-Markaz Contemporary Art Gallery, Jerusalem, in addition to
assisting with the installation of several art exhibitions held in Ramallah and
Jerusalem. Today Alaa teaches drawing art at Dar Al-Kalima University.

Alaa has participated in group
exhibitions, including the
Ramallah Art Fair, Zawyeh
Gallery, 2021; Where To? –
an exhibition of the winning
works of the Ismail Shammout
Fine Art Award, Fifth Edition,
Dar Al-Kalima, 2019; Dream,
Al-Markaz Contemporary Art
Gallery, Jerusalem, 2018; and
Imago Mundi project exhibition
Mediterranean Routes, Palermo,
Italy, 2017.
Alaa won third place in the
Karima Abboud competition
for photography, third edition,
organized by Dar Al-Kalima,
Bethlehem. He was part of a
performance by the IranianCanadian artist Gita Hashemi
in Beit Jala in 2016. He
also participated in Hidden
Dimensions, an exhibition
within the Art and Resistance
Conference in 2016.

The artwork titled Jerusalem
– Haifa and Back is a drawing
project in which Alaa used
pencil on paper to capture
a few of the everyday lived
moments in both Haifa and
Jerusalem, highlighting the
cultural differences and the
effect of the occupation on the
details of both places.
In the performance
photography project titled Seen,
Mashhad, Alaa wears a black
garment with long, extended
sleeves, creating a serialist
scene that highlights impotence
and resistance at the same
time.
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Alaa draws using pencil as his main medium and constantly explores his
relationship with place, focusing on telling stories through his artworks. His
hyperrealism style in drawing and performance photography allows him to
dive deep into his subjects, reflecting soul and profound emotion.
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Book of the Month

Determined to Stay
PALESTINIAN YOUTH FIGHT FOR THEIR VILLAGE

Through it all, Sokolower approaches the
storytelling in Determined to Stay with great
empathy and care. Rather than being a
narrator for the Silwani people’s stories, she
becomes a propagator of their own truth in
their own words, never forgetting her role as
a Jewish woman and a colonizer herself in
North America. Each chapter evocatively and
movingly shows the routine dehumanization of
Palestinians and forces readers to examine their
own role in the segregation and displacement
of Indigenous peoples around the world.
As Silwani youth and community members
share their lives with us, their village becomes
an easily accessible way to understand
Palestinian history and current reality. Written
with young people in mind, the richly illustrated
text stresses connections between the lives
of youth in the United States and Palestine:
criminalization of youth, forced relocation,
the impact of colonialism on Indigenous
communities, efforts to bury history, and
inspiring examples of resistance and resilience.

By Jody Sokolower
Foreword by Nick Estes
Interlink Publishers, 2021, Paperback, 240 pages, US$20

I

n Determined to Stay, author Jody Sokolower takes readers on a journey
to Silwan, a Palestinian village located just outside the ancient walls of
the Old City of Jerusalem. There, we meet Silwani youth and community
members who share with us their lives and their struggle. Their candid
stories show how Israel’s occupation affects every aspect of life there, from
education and mental health to employment and family and beyond.
We hear about young men and women suffering from PTSD after being
threatened by Israeli settlers and interrogated by occupying soldiers. We learn
how hard it is for students to get to their schools, forced to make hours-long
journeys through dangerous checkpoints and the apartheid wall. And we see
firsthand Sokolower’s own experience travelling back and forth to Silwan over
the course of seven years, and the havoc the Israeli expansion into the village
continues to wreak.
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“To understand the United States you have to
see it not just from the story it tells about itself,
but from the perspectives of the people it has
tried to eliminate, assimilate, and enslave. The
same is true for Israel,” Sokolower writes in
her introduction. “We have to learn about it, not
only from the story it tells about itself, but from
the stories the Palestinians tell. Focusing on
just one village, Silwan, is a way to hear those
Palestinian voices.”
Maps, photographs, a glossary, and a powerful
introduction by Professor Nick Estes, a citizen
of the Lower Brule Sioux Tribe and author of
Our History Is the Future, enrich the narrative
and provide clarity and context for the stories
within this compelling book.
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Book of the Month

Shabbat Goy
NOVEL

By Aref Husseini
Self-published, 2021
Available at the Educational Bookshop in Jerusalem or online
through Kindle Amazon, 216 pages, US$16

S

habbat Goy tells the story of Nabih, a young man growing up in
the Old City of Jerusalem. Narrated from Nabih’s perspective, the
story depicts his lack of choice in maneuvering bizarre situations,
a few of which almost cost him his life. In an eclectic coming-ofage story, Nabih is alienated by the political slogans, artificial social classes,
religious hierarchies, and an autocratic system that insists on turning him into
a “Shabbat Goy,” the non-Jew who carries out services that Jews are not
allowed to perform on Saturdays (Shabbat).
This sinister tale is written with dark humor, as it looks into the psyche of
the Arab Jerusalemite experienced through the rugged shoes of Nabih. In
an effort of survival, Nabih opts for cynicism as he strives to navigate his
surroundings and the challenges they pose. His disorientation is reflective of
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the untold stories of the people in
East Jerusalem. In Shabbat Goy,
the search for what to do with
suffering goes far beyond historical
depression, it is about the future of
those whose voices are deliberately
dismissed.
The target audience for this novel
is most likely those who are
interested in the Middle East and the
Palestinian-Israeli conflict and those
curious about the delicate nuances
of East Jerusalem. The novel
transports readers into the lived
accounts, natural conversations,
and solo historical walks in the Old
Holy City. The dynamic journey
as represented in between the
narrow streets, falafel joints, creepy
cemeteries, and secret weapon
burials all draw visual images about
what it is like to live as an Arab
Palestinian Jerusalemite amidst
the social, political, and financial
pressures in this complicated period
of Palestinian history.

Parts of the novel are a fictionalized
account of the author’s own life as
an “East-Jerusalemite” who has
lived through phases of the first
Intifada, the peace negotiations,
the establishment of the Palestinian
Authority after the Oslo Agreement
with Israel, and the eruption of the
second Intifada. They reflect the
general sense of loss and frustration
in the absence of a political solution
that has left East Jerusalem behind.
Aref Husseini is an entrepreneur,
electronic engineer, physicist, and
novelist from Jerusalem who has
distinguished himself in various
industrial and educational fields. He
is also the author of two bestsellers
in Arabic, published by the
prestigious Arab publishing house
Dar Al-Shorok.
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Where to Go

As-Sahel Street
By Bassam Almohor
On Fridays, the street is packed with
people who line up to buy hummus and
falafel from the most famed Bandi, the
oldest Abu Jamal, and the legendary Abu
Imad restaurants. A little bit farther down,
Ghawwar, the Syrian comedy actor,
inspired the name of a tiny restaurant
that serves all kinds of typical traditional
breakfast dishes. On the other side,
an Italian Segafredo café has recently
opened.

T

he 460-meter-long As-Sahel Street crosses downtown Ramallah from north
to south. It connects Main (Rukab) Street with Yaffa Street. For Hatem,
a regular at Al-Inshirah (Enchantment) Café, the street is easy (sahel)
compared to the fancy cafés on Tireh Street, and people are more outgoing
and friendly. Here, the city’s narrative is composed.

As-Sahel (the plain( has a variety of everything: The second-floor Succariya (Sugar
Bowl) Coffee House, echoing the iconic novel of Nagib Mahfouz that bears the same
name, features archaic balconies that overlook the busy street. Darna – a classy
restaurant that is frequented by VIPs, politicians, and international dignitaries – is
opposite Zarour, the corner convenience store with its orange beetle parked in front.
In addition to old-style cafés and shops, you’ll also find a modern high-rise shopping
complex in the making.

In the middle of the street, a line of
shops in an old building starts with the
fast-food Chili Chili restaurant, famous
for its hamburgers. Abu Issa, the owner
of Reem Supermarket, welcomes you
to his renovated modern-style store. He
can tell you everything about this street,
speaking with deep affection.
The butcher Salem invites you to have
coffee (sada, without sugar) at his
Ayyam Zaman (Bygone Days) butchery.
Next to him is the Inshirah Café where
people sipping coffee or smoking shisha
sit around small tables on the sidewalk.
At night, the café expands to take up
all the parking spaces along the sides
of the street and even on the opposite
corners. The café welcomes guests from
Ramallah and beyond, including writers,
poets, critics, journalists, and youth,
most of them smoking and playing
cards. All share and enjoy the café’s
friendly atmosphere.
On the sidewalk next to Old Ramallah
Pharmacy, where the lovely smile of
pharmacist Abu Hanna (or his colleague
Abed) makes you feel better instantly,
enjoy a cup of hot chocolate prepared by
Yusef, the Espresso à la sidewalk – you
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can even pick it up while driving through
– or munch on some potato chips
from across the street at Miss Diala’s
potato kiosk, an unforgettable taste
of potato that satisfies small cravings
anytime of the day.
I could go on and on telling you all
about the street’s shops, cafés, and
restaurants, as well as religious places.
The Greek Orthodox monastery and the
Catholic church and school are also
located along this street.
Don’t miss Sofi Café with its warm
ambient lighting, Boaz Kebab, AshShaab BBQ, and Chef Shawerma. Here,
you will also find numerous liquor stores
with plentiful resources for a festive
celebration.
As-Sahel Street has revived the old town
and turned it into an urban, modern,
Kreuzberg-style neighborhood, where
its inhabitants’ alternative lifestyles
enrich the street’s diversity. For lawyer
and author Raja Shehadeh, As-Sahel
Street represents “the transformation of
Ramallah from an attractive, quiet town
to a noisy, bustling city with sidewalk
cafés, restaurants, and shops with fancy
names and seemingly endless lines of
traffic.”
Bassam Almohor can be reached at
almohor@gmail.com, 059-753-4681,
or Facebook @toursmore.
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TWiP Kitchen

Kifta bi-Tahini
(BAKED MEAT WITH SESAME SAUCE)

in which wooden bars were placed. They were fastened to the backs of donkeys
that turned them by walking in circles. Today, motors have replaced the animals in
these modernized factories.

By Tina Basem
Ingredients
For the meatballs

For the sauce

1 lb. ground lean lamb meat
1 bunch of fresh parsley
1 large onion
½ tsp cumin
½ tsp cinnamon
1 tsp salt or to taste
¼ tsp pepper or to taste
a handful of pine nuts or
sliced almonds

*

K

ifta bi-tahini is a lovely dish for a cold winter day in Palestine. In a
kitchen that can be rather chilly here, where the houses aren’t well
insulated, a warm oven is much appreciated. Tahini, a creamy, oily
sesame paste, is mixed with lemon juice to become soluble in water, giving
this baked meat dish a delicious, tangy flavor. In Nablus, tahini is produced the
traditional way: in grinders that crush the sesame seeds between two stones.
The mill still uses the same stones that were used in the past and that have holes

1½ cups tahini
The juice of a large lemon, or more to taste
1 large clove of garlic, pressed or finely
chopped (optional)
½ tsp saffron threads soaked in 1 tbsp of
warm water (optional)
¼ tsp cumin (optional)
Water, enough to make the sauce pourable
(around 1½ cups)

Mix the meat with the washed and chopped parsley, finely chopped onion, spices,
salt, and pepper. Spread the mixture in a lightly greased baking dish and make a
few dents across the meat’s surface.
Mix the tahini with the lemon juice until well blended. Add enough water to make it
liquid; there should be enough to cover the meat to a depth of about 1.5 cm. Pour
the sauce over the meat.
Bake at 175 degrees Celsius for about 30 to 40 minutes. Brown the pine nuts or
almonds in a small amount of olive oil and sprinkle over the top. Serve with rice
and a salad.

*The lamb meat can be mixed with beef or replaced by
beef, chicken, or turkey.
For a vegetarian version, replace the meat with slightly
undercooked sliced potatoes.

This recipe is an adaptation of a recipe in A
Taste of Palestine: Menus and Memoirs, a
cookbook by Aziz Shihab, the father of the
award-winning poet Naomi Shihab Nye,
who intersperses recipes of dishes his
mother used to cook with delightful stories
of Palestine in the mid-twentieth century.
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Ahlan Palestine Postcard

By Malak Hasan

Overnight in Sebastiya
Sleep amongst the Ruins of Palestine’s
Second-Iron-Age Capital

Ottoman-era stone complex. Not only
can you rent a room with your family
and friends, but you can also pre-order
your dinner and breakfast, which is
prepared in the palace’s kitchen that
is run by local Palestinian women. We
gathered a group of our friends and
planned an oud evening with a local
Palestinian musician. It was the perfect
way to unwind and be ready for a day
dedicated solely to exploring Sebastiya.
Our second tip is to wake up early and
watch the sunrise from the highest point
in Sebastiya, which you can reach by
walking all the way to the top of the
historical site. Don’t forget to bring
coffee, tea, or whatever you fancy in
the morning because you will most
probably choose to stay there for a
while. As the sun rises, you will start
to see the amazing landscapes that
surround this beautiful town and maybe
weave tales about those who once
called this place home.

W

e know that many of you have visited Sebastiya. You probably arrived
during the day, headed directly to see the ancient ruins, visited the
Mosque of Prophet Yahya and the Church of Saint John, took a few
photos, and then headed to your next destination. Well, we chose to write about this
place because we believe that there is an even better way to experience it.
For those who have never been to Sebastiya and do not know this place, we’ll provide
a little background information. Sebastiya is located ten kilometers northwest of
Nablus at the junction of two main historical routes, the northern Nablus-Jenin route
and the western route from the Jordan Valley to the Mediterranean coast. What is
now a small town surrounded by long stretches of farmland was a regional capital
during the Second Iron Age and a major urban center during the Hellenistic-Roman
period.*

Our third tip is to hire a local guide to
lead you through the ancient city. We
have visited Sebastiya multiple times,
and each time our friends who work as
local tour guides have made our visits
much richer and more valuable by not
only giving us historical information
but also sharing with us insights about
their lives and struggles to safeguard
Sebastiya.

Our fourth and last tip is to not be
afraid to socialize with the locals. Many
Palestinians can communicate in
English, and they are always eager to
meet new people from different cultures.
Take this opportunity to ask questions,
learn about the local culture, and of
course do not forget to buy a souvenir
or two from the local merchants
because for many in Sebastiya, tourism
is their entire livelihood and your
support would ensure their survival.
Malak Hasan and Bisan Alhajhasan
are the founders of Ahlan Palestine,
a travel blog that promotes tourism
in Palestine. You can get more travel
inspiration and tips on Palestine if
you follow their Instagram page @
AhlanPalestine.
*Sebastiya (travelpalestine.ps)
For a virtual tour of what you can expect when
visiting Sebastiya, please take a look at these
videos, courtesy of LionHeart: Sabastya_
Flythrough the trees (https://youtu.be/
UfQFGpUYiRs) and Sabastiya_side (https://youtu.
be/I8DO7cW90Dg).

SCAN
TO SHARE

Sebastiya is considered to be one of the oldest continuously inhabited places in
Palestine and has a long history that is revealed in its ancient ruins, including the
Roman mausoleum, the columns street, the basilica, and the temple of Augustus, to
name just a few of its historical discoveries. The present town of Sebastiya is one of
Palestine’s major tourist attractions and it deserves to be experienced in depth and
with intention. Therefore, we put together the following tips for those who would like
to truly experience Sebastiya.
Our first tip is to sleep in Sebastiya. The town has several options for overnight
stays, but we chose Al Kayed Palace Guesthouse, which is a newly renovated
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EXHIBITIONS

Wednesday, January 5
11:30 Reception of Very Rev. Francesco
Patton, OFM, the Custos of the Holy Land, on
the feast of Epiphany. Manger Square.

Sunday 16
9:00–19:00 Night at the Museum extends the
visiting hours of the exhibition A People by
the Sea: Narratives of the Palestinian Coast
and the museum’s general facilities. The
Palestinian Museum.
17:00–18:00 Artist Talk presents Bashar
Khalaf discussing his commissioned artwork
Live the Dream, shown in the exhibition A
People by the Sea. The Palestinian Museum.

Thursday, January 6
8:30 Reception of His Eminence Archbishop
Gabriel Daho, the Syriac Orthodox Patriarchal
Vicar. Manger Square.
9:30 Reception of His Eminence Metropolitan
Anba Antonious, Coptic Orthodox bishop.
Manger Square.
10:00 Epiphany Mass. Church of Saint
Catherine.
11:00 Reception of His Beatitude Patriarch
Theophilos III, Greek Orthodox Patriarch.
Manger Square.
14:45 Reception of His Grace Abuna
Enbakom, Archbishop of the Ethiopian
Orthodox Church in the Holy Land. Manger
Square.
23:30 Greek Orthodox Mass, celebrated by
His Beatitude Patriarch Theophilos III, Greek
Orthodox Patriarch. Church of the Nativity.
Tuesday, January 18
11:00 Reception of His Beatitude Nourhan
Manougian, the Armenian Orthodox Patriarch
of Jerusalem. Manger Square.

SPECIAL EVENTS
Monday, January 3
15:00 In Santa’s on the Way, a group of
Santas tour the city of Bethlehem and
offer gifts to children to spread the joy
of Christmas. Organized by Bethlehem
Municipality in partnership with Bethlehem’s
Jeepers. For more information, please visit
www.facebook.com/bethlehem.municipality.
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ACCOMMODATIONS

RELIGIOUS EVENTS

RESTAURANTS

RAMALLAH

Monday 17
12:00–13:00 A guided tour (in Arabic)
of the exhibition A People by the Sea:
Narratives of the Palestinian Coast (1748–
1948), with assistant curator Malak Abdel
Wahab, sheds light on various aspects of
the exhibition, including its main themes,
visitor expectations, the research process
into the history of the Palestinian coast,
commissioned artworks, and the creative
productions regarding these works. The
Palestinian Museum.
Sunday 23
17:00–18:00 Object-in-Focus: Live the
Dream presents Bashar Khalaf discussing the
concept of geographical isolation experienced
by Palestinians. Organized by the Palestinian
Museum. Palestinian Museum social media
platforms.
THEATER
Sunday 29
18:00–19:10 The play Lanterns of the King of
Galilee, based on the novel of the same name
by Ibrahim Nasrallah, delves into the world
of Daher al-Umar during his most difficult
battles and explores his quest for Palestinian
autonomy, the account of which remains
poignant to the present day. It is presented
in the form of a theatrical narrative by the
actors Amer Khalil, Fidaa Zidan, Mohammad
Basha, Mouna Hawa, Adeeb Safadi, Alaa Abu
Gharbieh, and Amer Hlehel. Organized by the
Palestinian Museum. Palestinian Museum
social media platforms.

ATTRACTIONS

BETHLEHEM

Directory

Rawabi

Events

Jerusalem
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Bethlehem
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Ramallah
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Gaza
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Jericho
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Nablus
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Hebron

The Last Word

Ten Days of Confinement
The results come in an email entitled “Test & Go.” Such an innocuous title for a
COVID test makes it clear that whoever chose it knows something about human
psychology. As you anticipate receiving your test results, your initial reaction
would probably be more somber had the email’s subject line been “The Results
of Your Life!” or “The Ultimate Test That Will Determine the Rest of Your Life!” In
any case, though, when you receive the email, your heart starts to pound and
your mind starts to wander off to places you haven’t been before. Denial takes
over and, similar to your firm belief that road accidents only happen to other
people, you are almost sure, at least hopeful, that the test results will be fine. Not
really wanting to click on that wreched link and wishing you were in any other
situation anywhere else in the world, you hesitantly do click on the link. With one
eye closed and the other only half open, you look from as high up as you can to
get a glimpse of the result. Of course, if you’ve also received the results of your
children’s tests, you obviously look at them first. When you realize that the test
results of both your children are negative, you’re encouraged and empowered to
look at your own. Only to see that your results are positive! And thus begins the
real journey.
First you wonder why a positive result could be so negative! Your mind now
wanders off to places even farther away. Images and news of people who have
suffered from COVID-19 flash through your mind. Your heart now starts pumping
very fast. Flashes of even more morbid images also appear, but you try to
suppress them, falling back on your “This only happens to others” hypothesis.
Apart from the fear for yourself, you start to think of the others living at home.
How can I not be in connection with them when I’m living with them? Then you
spray aftershave to make sure your sense of smell is still intact. Some even eat
a piece of chocolate! The trauma of the first moment is the worst. How will you
inform your loved ones that you have contracted the virus and that anything can
happen now? You start to worry about the people around you more than about
yourself. What an ugly moment when you’re notified that you’ve tested positive.
Ten days of confinement is a long time. If you’re lucky, as I have been, and
the symptoms are very mild, you lock yourself in your room and work on your
laptop. Of course, your exile is made easier with a hundred “Can I get you
anything?” questions every day. You become priviledged in a way and don’t even
help out with the house chores. “Consider it a holiday,” my daughter says, but
forced holidays are never fun. You keep spraying aftershave every day and test
your palate on a regular basis. The hours are long and the days are longer. You’re
thankful that your symptoms are mild and you’re grateful to have support from
the people who love you.
Long live Palestine!

Sani Meo
Publisher
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